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1811 Leadburn
Towson, Maryland 21204

May 7, 1975

MR. KENNETH H. OLSEN, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

I realize your days are very busy, but I wonder if I could impose upon
you for a few minutes of your time.

Western Electric Company conducts computer courses at our Corporate
Education Center at Princeton, New Jersey, and I was fortunate to attend
one a few months ago. I was fascinated by the world of computer terminology,
and was particularly intrigued by Computer Graphics. (Mr. Gordon Anderson,
our instructor, was especially knowledgeable in this area. As a matter of
fact, he will be attending one of your sessions at Marlboro the week of
May 11). I feel that Computer Graphics would make interesting games for
commercial sales market.

However, thé tiain reason for letter is an idea I had in connection
with deaf people and the sign language. I believe that a computer program
could provide a visual of the hands and face, when necessary, to indicate
signs of communications familiar to the deaf. a

Computer Graphics could be used for teaching in schools, industry, and

college. (Presently, Gallaudet in D. C. is the only college for the
deaf in the world!) It would be an excellent visual aid for education.

I, myself, wear a hearing aid and can somewhat relate to the problems of
In fact, I have just completed a basic sign language course 'the deaf.

so as to be able to communicate with the deaf people at Western Electric.
I am in salary administration and will be their channel for communication
regarding questions about their job, promotions, salary administration, etc.

Perhaps if you are so inclined, Western Electri may be willing to work
out something with your company, as we have some pretty sharp individuals
at Princeton. (Mr. Gordon Anderson would be an excellent source for ideas.)



MR. KENNETH H. OLSEN - 2- C1673

Mr. Olsen, there are 25,000 persons in Maryland who are totally deaf
and. 300,000 who are partially deaf. In the United States, 1,000,000
people are totally deaf and 10 percent of the population are partially
deaf.

Please consider these people who could enjoy a whole new world of
education and enrichment through your efforts.

Sincerely,

Ridhard J. Kopro; '

Dean My. Kop
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dlHol GAO INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM :

LOC/MAIL STOP
TO: Lon Abel, Ron Brender, Lloyd Dickman, DATE, August 18, 1975

Len Fehskens, Marty Hurley, FROM: Gordon Bell

Loc/maiL stop, Mb 12-1/A50Dan Diewiorek EXT; 2236Allan Kent, Bob Kusik, DEPT, Office of Development

SUBJ: MINUTES OF NOTATION MEETING

We agreed to the following, regarding Fehskens August 4, memo:

Len - BNF of description expressions, etc.
BNF of MUD control commands.

Marty - given, BNF of expressions above, check for legality.
BNF of entire assembler input syntax (i.e. directives).
Specification of output formats such that 10/11 interchangeability
is permitted.
Eventually the microassembler will get converted to the run
on PDP-10 also.

- Len to check re. signal naming, etc. compatability with
standard need BNF of signal names.

Kusik

Kent - Need BNF of flowchart and signal naming conventions.

Lloyd - Markup - ISP BNF reflecting changes to DEC standard.

Meet in first week of September to check compatability of these.

GB: as
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DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANIIUM C1676

SUBIY O00 AGENDA/MINUTES
FAGE 1:

NATE?
FROMs MJ

EX? 37
MS? MLI2

kK * xXx kx * Xxx xX

TO;
xxxxxxx

~OOrKkx x K K kK K K kK x K x xX K xxxxx

SUBJ? 000 Staff Asenca

10330 Review Minutes

10235 Review esenda

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

When do we want to finalize & orerating budsets?

9/14 DOLI-MKT Committee interface (40 mins.)
9/11 'Sales meetings (esrecially Srain) (10 mine) Clayton
9/11 Status of microrrocessor rroJject C15 mir.) Husthes
9/11 What is our affirmative action status Abbett

and what rroblems are key for
next 12 months C30 mttee?

9/11 Wheat is F 2 status and what have Cemmer
we learned? (15 man.)

9/18 forms and c Fuffer/
ecture Cronkite

C30 mil
9/18 What is 3 veer serial bus Restiani/

What is the

C20 mire 2 Clayton
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PAGE x

SUBJ? OOD AGENTA/MINUTES VATE? 09-11-75
FROM: MJ

SUBJ? MINUTES FOR OO% MEETING OF 9/4/75

Froduct Manager Dinner Meetings
Jonn Cronkite will come back with @ elan for a Firsty trial
meeting working with Larry and Dick. The subject should be
forecasting and Abbot Weiss and someone for could
sreak to the srour.
business Flan Review

Fhil's frorosal of July 1975 is a reasonable review basis. He
will come back with a Flowchart as eart of MC/OON interface
toric.
Froduct Manager Job Urdate

Mark Abbett will have @ rass at thisy and will work on the
functions/resronsibilities and how they are ime in
different sgrours Cand using different titles).
000 Secretary and Best/Noelcke deferred.

GBsmuk
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1811 Leadburn
Towson, Maryland 21204

May 7, 1975

MR. KENNETH H. OLSEN, President
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

I realize your days are very busy, but I wonder if I could impose upon
you for a few minutes of your time.

Western Electric Company conducts computer courses at our Corporate
Education Center at Princeton, New Jersey, and I was fortunate to attend
one a few months ago. I was fascinated by the world of computer terminology,
and was particularly intrigued by Computer Graphics. (Mr. Gordon Anderson,
our instructor, was especially knowledgeable in this area. As a matter of
fact, he will be attending one of your sessions at Marlboro the week of
May 11). I feel that Computer Graphics would make interesting games for
commercial sales market.

However, the main reason for this letter is an idea I had in connection
with deaf people and the sign language. I believe that a computer program
could provide a visual of the hands and face, when necessary, to indicate
signs of communications familiar to the deaf.

Computer Graphics could be used for teaching in schools, industry, and
college. (Presently, Gallaudet in D. C. is the only college for the
deaf in the world!) It would be an excellent visual aid for education.

I, myself, wear a hearing aid and can somewhat relate to the problems of
the deaf. In fact, I have just completed a basic sign language course,
so as to be able to communicate with the deaf people at Western Electric.
I am in salary administration and will be their channel for communication
regarding questions about their job, promotions, salary administration, etc.

Perhaps if you are so inclined, Western Electrie may be willing to work
out something with your company, as we have some pretty sharp individuals
at Princeton. (Mr. Gordon Anderson would be an excellent source for ideas.)

y ::
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MR. KENNETH H. OLSEN - 2- C1673

Mr. Olsen, there are 25,000 persons in Maryland who are totally deaf
and. 300,000 who are partially deaf. In the United States, 1,000,000
people are totally deaf and 10 percent of the population are partially
deaf.

Please consider these people who could enjoy a whole new world of
education and enrichment through your efforts.

Sincerely,
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dlilgl INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
LOC/MAIL STOP

TO: Lon Abel, Ron Brender, Lloyd Dickman, DATE. August 18, 1975
Len Fehskens, Marty Hurley, FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT,Allan Kent, Bob Kusik, Office of Development
ML 12-1/A50Dan Diewiorek EXT, 2236

LOC/MAIL STOP

SUBJ: MINUTES OF NOTATION MEETING

We agreed to the following, regarding Fehskens August 4, memo:

Len - BNF of description expressions, etc.
BNF of MUD control commands.

Marty - given, BNF of expressions above, check for legality.
BNF of entire assembler input syntax (i.e. directives).
Specification of output formats such that 10/11 interchangeability
is permitted.
Eventually the microassembler will get converted to the run
on PDP-10 also.

- Len to check re. signal naming, etc. compatability with
standard need BNF of signal names.

Kusik

Kent - Need BNF of flowchart and signal naming conventions.

Lloyd - Markup - ISP BNF reflecting changes to DEC standard.

Meet in first week of September to check compatability of these.

GB: as
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FAGE 3

SUBJ! GOL AGENDA/MINUTES UATE? 09-11-75
FROM! MAJ

SUBJ? MINUTES FOR OOD MEETING OF 9/4/75

Froduct Manaser Dinner Meetings

John Cronkite will come beck with @ for a Firsts, trial
meeting working with Larry and Dick. The subject should be
forecasling and Abbot Weiss and someone for software could
sreak to the +

business Flan Review

will come beck with @e flowehaert as eart of MC/000 interface
LOPLC.

Fin il's 1 of July 1975 is reegsuneble review basis. He

Froduct Manaster Job Urdate

Mark Abbett will have 8 rass at thiss and will work on the
funeLions/resronsibilities and now thes sre lemented in
different srours Cand using different titles),
Oot Secretary and Best/Noelcke subJect deferred.
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August 6, 1975.

e

E. A. Welss
Sun Services Corporation
240 Radnor-Chester Road
St. Davids, Pennsylvania 19087

Dear Eric:
I'm sorry | can't respond at this timé due to time pressure.
Right now f'm reluctant to delegate this to people who would do a

good job since they are currently under similar pressures. I'm
circulating the request however.

Sincerely,

Gordon fell
Vice President
Office of Development

GB:mjk

CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(oT MBYF DIED
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Robert B Anderson
President

SUN SERVICES CORPORATION 879 (215)4,Yi
n

Co
n, SU

240 RADNOR-CHESTER ROA DAVIDSRgT NI

July 8, 1975

8 Dr. Gordon Bell
Digital Equipment Corporatio
146 Main Street Y 3

Maynard, MA 01752

Dear Gordon:

Li
am

w
vy

Sc

4

Although the letter soliciting Questions for the ACM Self-Assessment Test
is directed to authors of bookg that deal with programming skills and techniques,
I also sent copies to major figures in the industry who I thought would
be willing to send questions which deal with the fundamentals of computing.
You are in my category of "major figures."

I would like to have several questions which you think illuminate fundamental
and important parts of the subject of computing, but failing that, perhaps
you would be willing to designate a surrogate at DEC to do this for you.

I have now sent out about half the solicitations for questions and do not
know what kind of response I will get. Consequently, I am anxious about
the outcome and would apprecibte some encouragement from my friends
in the form of test questions.

Very truly yours,

E. A. Weiss

EAW/mv 1/7

(



COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJ? MILITARY COMPUTER STRATEGY

The August 11 memo to Orersations committee (attached) stands.
Since that times we have continued with Rolm and Raytheon. My
Feresent helif is that we will have the orrortunity to reach
asreement with both Rolm and Raytheon within the mext 6-8
weeks. They will be sufficiently willing and we will rerceive
adeauate market such thet there is a sound basis for rroceedins
with one Cor rossibly both) of them.

Attachment

PAGE 6
SUBJ: AGENDA/MINUTES OOF DATE? 08-27-75

FROMS DICK CLAYTON

1681
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+ Date, August 11, 1975TO, Operations Committee LOC/MAIL STOP

FROM, Dick Clayton
DEPT, Computer Systems Development

Military List EXT, 35638

LOC/MAIL STOP, ML5/E71

suBj, STATUS OF MILITARI ZED PDP-11

Background:

There seems to exist a market for $10 - $20 million per year of relatively
standardized, militarized, PDP-11 compatible computers. The existence of
one or more militarized PDP-11's would have some positive impact on at least
several million dollars of current commercially oriented DEC business.

All this is part of a several hundred million dollars annual military
business in Computer Systems and Custom Software dominated by IBM, UNIVAC,
CDC, Raytheon, Rolm, Bunker Ramo and others. There seems to exist a sig-
nificant push toward more standardization of product by the Airforce and
Navy (especially mini & micro).

Current Activity:
have aWe have casually invited proposals from several suppliers

pronosa! fram ig ot + interna! ity at1

Raytheon, and an internal proposal being done by Bunker Ramo.

All seem interested in PDQ level products. I believe the present seriousness
of the activity is: Rolm, Raytheon, followed a distance by Bunker Ramo, in
that order.

Recommendations:

1

Do not plan om being a significant marketing channel

Work on Rolm to mcedify their proposal from DG & DEC to DEC only (over 3 yrs.).
Leave door open for DEC to market limited volumes of the product

+via an OFM

Do not build product ourselves

Push Raytheon for their proposal

Soften the xclusivity of Rolm afte given period of time.

arrangement.
Leave door open for us to manufacture after 4 years.
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Problems:

This is becoming complicated enough that 3t is no longer a part time
Dick Clayton activity. Assign to Marcus and full time. guy cr same under
Dick Clayton.
Are we really willing te go through with this assignment of Market Share
to others?

Do we wait for 32 bits? Relative to 32 bits. Do we tel! all to a "partner".
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TO:

#1202

INTEROFF CE MEMORANDUM:

Gordon Bell

C-Irene Leary LOC/MAIL STOP: ML1/E38

CLIES8E6Larry Portner DATE: August 20, 1975
Dick Clayton Bob PufferFROM:

Phil Laut DEPT: Hardware.DevelopmentEXT: 2863

SUBJ: Increased FY76 Funding

I request $740K in increased funding as follows:
PRINTERS

Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 FY76
Approved 441 462 460 467 1830
Proposed 541 542 468 467 2018
Change 100 80 8 0 188

The above $188K is the remainder of the $250K appropriation approved
for Q3 and Q4 last year. It could not be fully expended in FY75
because approval came too late in Q3.

The money is to complete the LA36 options and LA180. The alternative
is to be over budget in Ql but catch up in.Q2 and Q3 by delaying
high volume production for two months on these products.

DLons

Ql. Q3 Q4 FY76

Approved 943 964 990 1059 3956
Proposed. 952 1006 1089 1119 4366
Change 9 42 99 60 210

Q2

Of the above, $160K funds RK06 Design Maturity Testing of 12 units
which was not originally budgeted (a mistake). It also provides
for necessary.additional RK06 tooling. An additional $150K over
plan for tooling will be amortized against product cost.

Alternatives are to keep the RK06 funded by reducing the number of
design maturity test units and delay the RK07 project until FY77
or slip the RSL by two months.

The other $50K will allow us to maintain a Q2 FY77 first. shipment
for the RK06 Massbus interface. Although the project wes stopped
one month ago, the response to the cancellation sucgests we will
have to restart it. Without added Funding it will be a Q3 ship.



To: Gordon Bell August 20, 1975
Larry Portner

:

CIE87ck ClaytonPhil Laut
Increased FY76 Funding

- 2 -

FLOPPY DISK and TAPE

Ol Q2. Q3 04 FY76
Approved 310 330 350 380 1370
Proposed 310 410 455 495 1670
Change 0 80 105 115 300

The above includes $250K more funding for the design of an in-housemanufactured RX01 mechanism. This advances the schedule by sixmonths to Ql FY77 and provides $1.5M in incremental pre-tax profitover the product's life at forecasted volume.
Also included is $50K to move the TU47 (125 IPS %" tape buy-out) from
Q2 FY77 to Qi FY77 in order to more promptly address the back-uprequirement for RP04''s and RP05's. This provides $0.5M in incre-mental profit over the product's life.
POWER and PACKAGING

Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 FY76
Approved 115 128 148 148 539Proposed 123 140 157 161 581
Change 8 12 9 13 42
The above includes $24K to fund the corporate air flow and acousticslab and provide a minimum level of consulting service to otherengineering groups.
Also included is an additional $18K for corporate RFI testing.Large products requiring substantial effort are funded directly; theabove provides for "walk-in", short-duration work on small $1K to$3K jobs.
Backup details on the above requests are available for the asking.
With approval of the above increases my budget would be:
HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT

QL Q2 Q3 Q4 EY76
Approved 2497 2567 2577 2745 10386Proposed 2/84. 2798 2933 11126117 214 221 188 740
Chanata $

8 7, 1
Change

rm i



A. Whet is COMM stratesu?
BR. Is Corrorate Frocessor really

understood and funded?

C. What is thousht/status of serial
bus?

e DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM CLERS8

FROM? TICK CLAYTON

xX * x K XK x K x K x K x K K K x K K K K K K K

e Tot oon

e SUBJ: 000 STAFF AGENDA--8/28/75

10230 Review Minutes All
e 10335 Review Asenda-~-current/future All

e 1027435 Discussion of COMM Stratesies et al

@

@

FAGE 1
SUBJ? AGENDA/MINUTES oor DATE? 08-27-75

EX? 3638
MS? MLS-2

TO? FILE
xxx xx Xx x

Bastiani

ti. What should harren to IOF rrocessor?
Ee Is there an SILC chir fundins

11340 How do we get a serial bus? Avery/Bastiani
Is DEC System 20 srour doing the Lemaire/Lens/12300
right thing in changing from core ta Faserauist
MOS

Clayton12 330 Military comeuter status
1 ae * 40ye Eric



SUBIS

B/S4/75
9/4S7S
9/4/7S

9LASTS

O/LAS7S
9/11/75

P/11/75
9/18/75
9/18/73
Sert.

Sert.
Sert.
10/9

Oct.
?
?

Exrected attendance at next 3 weeks O00 meetings?

AGENDA/MINUTES OOD

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

Froduct Mars. dirnmer meetings,
Assignment of HRet/Noelcke
Froduct Mgrs. review (45 mir)

Jon Tescrirtions
Green Sheet
Overall organization rercertion

Business Flan Review Procedure
Review of the role of O00 staff sec,

(and rotation)
QCMS Defect Rerorting sustem
O00-Marketing Committee interface
Ssles Meeting rarticiration

Who is covering which ones?
What messede do we have?
Is action on new Fraduct control

necessary?
What is the status of FIIQ

and what have we learned?
What is the three vear serial bus

strategy C13 mins)
of OO Srace Guidelines

(30 mire
Rerort on in-house FIIF-11 usage.

Is there @ field Integration Flan yet?
Honoraria Folicy
Is there a formal action elan that
Bllows follow ur on field oriented
Product safety rroblems?
Block Mode Strategy Resolution
Is action om ECO control called for

at this time.
Whet is harreninsg to make systems 2

reality in the way we do business.

GR LF BF nc FL MA JM

FAGE 2
DATES 08-27-75
FROM: DICK CLAYTON

B1689
Fortner et al

Abbett
All
LautAll

9/4/75

Smith/Fecore
Laut/AllAll

Laut
Comruter Resources
Committee

Smith/Shields/
Rell
Shields/Minezzi

Marcus/Portner
Marcus

Clayton



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
CIE91+

PK3~-1/429 DEPT DECcomm Eng.

Tony Lauck PK3-1/M10 LOC/MAIL STOP, ML5-3/E43
Nate. Teichholtz ML12-2/A62

cc: -Bil2--Ross- PK3-1/F27

CENTRAL COMM PROJECTS

Listed in the attachment is the schedule for centrally
supported projects in FY76. The projects have been divided
into:

Note that the serial bus has fallen below the level of funding : '
t

line. This is a result of adding in the two interfaces

{Industrial or processor people). However, the only way I could:
continue this effort would be with additional E20 funds over the,3
952 allocated.

be

het?



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
:

:

(1692
d|Gordon Bell DATE:

FROM:
st 4, 1975Ju ius Marcus

cc: OOD DEPT: Communications Products
:

EXT: -3191Vince Pastiani
Tony Lauck STOP: PK3-1/M10
Don Alusic

SUBJ: Communications Engineering Goals

Product

. Minimize comm hardware and software investment consistent with

a) single machine comm I/O support

b) front end and networking capability needs

i.e., exploit
generality of I/0,
front end concepts,

Organizational issues

Get backup to Vince in his group

-Get "systems" knowledge applied to.comm I/O specifications and planning

Assure better software/hardware planning for the comm functions since
clearly both disciplines are involved.

70 Goer ANT?
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MEMORAN'16: +

P9)LOC/MAIL Si

e 5

DATE. May 23, 1975 EVE94.
FROM: Julius Marcus
DiPi Communicetions Products
EXT, 3191
LOC/MAIL STOP:

vines
ce: BOD rrer

andy xnowles

Don Alusic

SU2J:

F please find out what is going on with Multidrop deve
for the LA36's and write a broadly paper on what hard-

is needed to use thi ;

am under the impression that there is a .

Gorasn Bell

:

ware on

priced on the LA36 o which was developed by the Central Nevelopnent
Grous the suspicion that some work of this tvram also under

by Togic Products.is being aone

Use Tony to make comments on software issve
x

S tate ha
necessary to support the L336's in this

mime1

I am concerned that we look disconnected within the Corporation
( 7

mo



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM:

LOC/MAIL STOP
TO t~ GLE9S5

G. BellBall ML12/A51 DATE : 21 July 1975-
PK3/S20 FROM: Ron Minezzi

D. Clayton ML5/E71 DEPT; Product Safety
ML1/E30

>

EXT: 3122J. Cudmore
G. Mondani ML1/E30 LOC/MAIt STOP: ML1/E30B. PufferJ. Shields PK3/A58

SUBJ.

ML1/E38

RESOLVING PRODUCT SAFETY PROBLEMS

One area of extreme concern in the resolution of product
- safety problems is the actual implementation of correctiveaction. Past experience with such incidents, as the Bell Labs
fire, has shown that we need a well formulated program that willallow us to implement field retrofit changes quickly and in such a
manner that we would have documented proof of such implementations.
I feel that such a program must start with a plan dnd time tablefor procuring parts and materials and any special manufacturingfunctions that are necessary.

EXAMPLE
Materials

List of parts Method of Person Date to be
and materials Procurement Responsible Received

Manufacturing
Functions to Instructions Person Place of QC checks Date of
be performed Required Responsible Manufacture needed Completior

Consideration should also be given to stockroom requirements.
Other considerations of materials is how do we select who handles
it? Should it be one group in every case, or should we use who
ever is available.
The second part of the problem is how do we notify our own people?
(We will have the means of notifying customers thru mail before FY75).
Past experience has shown that there is no positive and efficient
method of notifying field service that they must take corrective
action. Should we develop a special code system for letting everyone
know that a problem requires special handling? Could we use the
present A.I.D.'s system to communicate directly to field offices
with a mandatory answer required by a predetermined time.



Page +2
Ron Minezzi
RESOLVING PRODUCT SAFETY PROBLEMS

CLCab

22 July 1975

The last part of the problem is getting positive documented
proof that the action took place. After more than a year on
the Bell Labs problem,no one appears able to stand up and saywith authority.what the status of corrective action is. Thisholds true for other problems as well.
From the position of product safety, it would seem very desirableto resolve these problems by:
1. Having identifiable people

always be used to procure
2. Have field service develop

implement changes and have

PLEASE COMMENT

and organizations that would
and manufacture materials.
a plan and systems to quicklydocumented proof of such action.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMa Ss:
:

:
:

J lyon Dick Clayton
LOC/MAIL STOP

Larry PortnerBob Puffer
21,1975

ML1/E38 FROM;
DEPT,

cc: Gordon Bell .
EXT,
LOC/MAIL STOP.

SUBJ.

Let me once again propose that we create a forum for the interaction of
Product Managers; how about a once-a=-month dinner meeting, with informal
discursions on topics of mutucl interest at the intersection of the various
groups' responsibilities?

gm
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: 00D
LOC/MAIL STOP

DATE. July 29, 1975
CC: Mark Abbett FROM: Mary Jane Forbes

DEPT: OOD

LOC/MAIL STOP, MLI2/A51

SUBJ, JUNGLE MEETING--JULY 30, 31, 1975 (Larrys place*)

EXT; 2237

July 30

6:00 PM Dinner - Open discussion for agenda of next day.

July 31 Goals, space, etc.--to be determined night before.

*Note: Bring sleeping bag if possible.
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GOALS

External Goal:
To establish Software Engineering as a significant, visible,
contributory growth vehicle for the corporation which permitsflexibility of market selection and maximizes hardware and
System sales.
Internal Goals:
Because it is through

1. the integrity and contents of the product we provide
2. our ability to implement and efficiently operate the

process for better product creation
3. the quality, depth, and efficiency of our human resourcesthat operate the process of Software Development.

4, the strength of our reputation
that our goals will be attained; the internal goals are in
4 parts.
Product Goal:

S.

To ensure the timely completion of product development to the
appropriate plan in keeping with the customer and corporate
expectation of cost and performance, through a disciplined
engineering process.

3. People Goal:

Maximize the performance of our human resource by having the

61706

1.

To continuouSly make available products of higher quality.
and performance which allow the corporation to occupy a
dominant pos ition in it's. present and future end-user
market place

2. Process Goal :

required technical/managerial depth and providing an environment
for their personal achievement, advancement, and recognition.

4 . Other Goal:

Strengthen total corporate operations through the services
provided to both internal and external customers.



OBJECTIVES . 01707
Product Objectives1.

1.1 Gain Market leadership; position
1.2 Achieve higher product quality image
1.3 Improve the product contents
1.4 Establish a product continuum from low-end 11 thru

high end 10

1.5 Simplify the product offering.

2. Process Objectives
2.1 Install a Software Engineering process which. operatesto plans
2.2 Improve ability to manage to the plans
2.3 Upgrade the development technology/methodology
2.4 Improve the planning process.

@
field support.

3. People/Organization Objectives
3.1 Improve the organization's depth

25 Develop a clear uniform process for maintenance and

3.2 Increase the emphasis on individual responsibility and
accountability

3.3 Improve recognition and participation.

4, Other Objectives
4.1 Improve services to our internal and external customers.



@1.PRODUCT 0 crives

OBJECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY
1,1 Gain Market Leadership Position

1.1.1 General

Product superiority in most of the products most of the time. Developmentshould always occupy a dominent product position in its marketplaces -this doesn't mean we can (or have to) be best in all aspects of every

occupy a leadership position, perhaps we are in the wrong markets.

:

market, but it does mean that we must have at least one leadership productin every major segment of each of our markets. If we can't afford to

Specific

products, and demonstrate this understanding in the Business Plans, "family"plans and in pricing approval presentation.

Establish and understand the competitive environment for al software M. Woolsey
:

Develop semi-annual report on our competitive posture in software and YM. Woolseysystems.
1.2 Achieve Higher Product Quality Image

1.2.1 General

Have the highest quality software in the industry - "if you buy it fromDEC, it will work."
Specific

:

. Installation 'of a Q. A. policy and procedure for centrally and non-centrally v J. Mileskideveloped software. ::

Implementation of a field test policy and procedure. J. Mileski
v Jd. Mileski

writers trade manuals with the recipient using the documentation to usethe system.

88
2Higher communication quality in our manuals - test them by having the 0. Kostetsky S

Staffed and operational independent Quality Audit activity

Better print quality, particularly of examples. ~0. Kostetsky



e OBJECTIVE 6 :

100% accuracy of examples in present and future manuals.
. Zero defects program in the SDC shipped kits.

1.2.2 General
. Development and implementation of an overall RAS concept for our products.
Specific
Overall RAS program for DEC software (and systems).

. Useful statement of RAS goals for DEC products and a measurement and
feedback system.
Documented RAS goals for all diagnostic products and supportivediagnostic plans.

13 Improve the Product : 'Contents

1.3.1 General

Documented technical strategies available and updated at the component,
subsystem and system level. How are we going to make our products?

Specific
. Hold quarterly "State of the Technology" presentations for interestedaudiences.

i

improvements each year.
. Develop effective Software Product Strategies in support of Central
Engineering and DEC-10.

- Maintain consistency between the product strategy and the product plans.
. NO DEVELOPMENT OF 32-BIT SYSTEM WITHOUT CLEAR, DOCUMENTED OVERALL

DIAGNOSTIC STRATEGY.
-*High Priority

RESPONSIBILITY :

" 0.

~ M,

WE.

~ 0. Kostetsky
Kostetsky :

J . Mileski
:

J - Mileski
J. Mileski

Fauvre

Plowman

- Bell

- Bell

:

Thru Research, bring in at least 2.new products or process technological :

:

wt - Wade/M. Wools @
:

Woolsey :

Fauvre

6C
LT
) :
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- Clear attention in the diagnostic strategy and plans to support the highly'leveraged areas, such as Field Service.

OBJECTIVE

1.3.2 General

Achieve a meaningful integration of hardware and software planning and
development, so that we can profitably address the tradeoff opportunitiesbetween the two disciplines.

. Each new product should specifically address hardware/software tradeoffs.
- Should we implement it in ROM? or WCS? Should the error recovery be
hardware or software? What are application requirements that have hardware/software implications? Such as context switching, character handling, and
memory management?

Specific
Install scheme for tracking and controlling hardware support commitments.

153.3 General

.. Strong applications orientation inal of our products. Each new developmentshould specify several planned applications areas and specifically address thé ,- Gissue of these applications support requirements.
Specific
. Establish and maintain a clearing house of all applications development
planned or underway in the corporation...
Formal consulting/planning role to provide an "applications requirements"
input to new systems software.

. Aggressive participation in new "small systems" development.
1.4. Establish a Software Product Continuum from Low End 11 through High End 10

1.4.1 General

Have absolute upward compatibility through the entire product set.
Intensify concentration on standards to achieve compatibility goals.

RESPONSIBILITY

"E. Fauvre

~L. Wade
WM. Woolsey
. G. Plowman

,Lw

Plowman

"M. Woolsey
Plowman-E. Fauvre

~E. Fauvre

"E. Fauvre

"G. Plowman
Fauvre

ay
pa

"MG. Plowman a
fap)

:



OBJECTIVE 6
Specific

Have totally transportable device drivers.
Develop Software Product Plans for each Software Product Family, inéludingclear product positioning, time phasing and competitive goals.

4
- Integrate the Software Product Family Plans for consistency across families.

* Short term - clarify compatibility goals (10-11, INTRA 11, 11/85, 11/70-32)and develop compatibility plan.
- Management support of standards activity and implementation plan for currentand emerging standards.
Development of. uniform standards for applications quality, reliability,documentation, etc.

1.5. Simplify the Product Offering
1.5.1 General

Minimization of product set thru standard interfaces, modular implementation,etc. Guidelines in the foreseeable future - there should not be more than2 implementations of any language processor or major utility.
. Decreased emphasis on ultra small core systems; core is getting cheaper,software is more complex.
Specific

Phase out old versions/multiple versions of products.
. Better organization of documentation set.
- Share all language and utility manuals; write them once, and change onlythe cover.

Fewer pages in the manual set, with higher information content.
. Maximum of 3 distribution mediums.

« Continuous reduction of per system software kit costs.
*High Priority

RESPONSIBILITY

" @.
E,

M,

v G.
eM,
-G.

v E.

v 0.

Plowman/
Fauvre
Woolsey/L.

w

Woolsey/L. Wa de

Plowman/L. Wad
Woolsey
Plowman

Fauvre

G. Plowman/
M. Woolsey

G. Plowman/
M, Woolsey

M. Woolsey
0. Kostetsky

v0 Kostetsky:

v0. Kostetsky :o

0. Kostetsky
Kostetsky

Wa de

:

:

:

:

:

:
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OBJECTIVE
Install Software Engineering Process
2.1.1 General

Perform no development without a plan.
Specific
. SYSTEMS - FIRST AND FOREMOST - NO DEVELOPMENT FOR 32 BIT SYSTEM

TOTAL LONG TERM DEVELOPMENT PLAN, INCLUDING CONVENTIONS,TECHNIQUES, SPECIFIED SOFTWARE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE TOOLS PLAN,SUPPORT, DISTRIBUTION, AND MAINTENANCE PLAN, ETC.
DIAGNOSTICS - NO DEVELOPMENT OF 32-BIT SYSTEM WITHOUT CLEAR, DOCU-

E RALL DIAGNOSTIC STRATEGY.
Short term - documented development plans for FY76.

4

Each new product should specifically address hardware/softwaretradeoffs. Should we implement it in ROM? or WCS? Should the errorrecovery be hardware or software? What are application require-ments that have hardware/software implications? Such as contextswitching, character handling, and memory management?
2.2 Improve Ability to Manage to the Plans

2.2.1

*High Priority

General
. Have a clear statement of product goals at the component, sub-
system, and system level.
Install a process for maintaining the development plan, trackingand controlling changes to the plan, including changes in goals,scope, content, technique, schedule or budget.

. 80% of the projects must meeting schedule and budget, and do itwithout redefining the content, or changing the goals - too manyof our commitments end up being met in the "next release".

. Completion, installation and maintenance of a useful Software
Engineering Policies and Procedures Manual.

RESPON ILITY5

AVL Eevinvw

Plowman

vE. Fauvre

avG. Plowman/L.
"G. Plowman/
vM. Woolsey

G. Plowman

vG. Plowman/vE. Fauvre

G. Plowman/vE. Fauvre

YG. Plowman

4

PROC OBJECTIVES2.

Wade

:

::



OBJECTIVE w RESPON@
Operational new development policies by June. "G. Plowman

Perform comprehensive review of plans at the detailed technical . "G. Plowman/

Specific

"E. Fauvre/level for ri gid adherence to specification, standards, quality
and reliabi4ity goals, and spec discipline. ud. Mileski

v M, Woolsey
ment a system (the War Room) for tracking and displaying the
plans, resources, commitments, and changes to the plan.
Jointly, with Development and Planning Groups, devise and imple

Periodically, with the development manager, review development ~ M. Woolseyactivities for conformance to the plan, and issue a report on the
"state of development".

2.3.1 General

Rapidly develop a development methodology, including higher level
languages, debugging and design tools and methods, appropriate
machine access, with automated bookkeeping and librarian type
aids.
Model and simulate new software.
Build in performance analysis tools.

Specific

Upgrade the Development Technology/Methodology

Thru Research, bring in at least 2.new products or process "Jd. Bell
technological improvements each year.

:

Develop and disseminate an applications technology with emphasis E. Fauvre
on methods and utilization of resources.

execution and management of programming projects.
Fauvre

vG. PlowmanDevelop and disseminate year technology for diagnostics
Aggressively nstal mechanisms and procedures to ai in the

Better methods for module test program generation; growth in
unreasonably highthi area (manufacturing support) seems

E, Fauvre

~ J. Mileski
Reliability goals, and designing, testing and implementing these
goals.
A documented philosophy and methodology for setting Quality and

:
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2.3.2 General

All non-operating system development done in higher level languages. - E. Fauvre/
G. Plowman

criteria for use of BLISS on any specific project.
Specific

90% of all applications work done in high level language. E. Fauvre

~G. PlowmanShort term - commitment to and plan for use of BLISS develop list of

Significant portion of al di agnostics done in high level language.(Manager to supply definition of signifi cance) -E. Fauvre

facility. 4
Aggressive support for high level language (BLISS) development -E. Fauvre

2.4 Improve the Planning Process
2.4.1 General

. Definition and integration of the Systems Architect role.
Specific

:vl. Wade :

product cohesiveness, positioning, compatibility, efficiency and ease
L. WadeDevelop a Systems Architecture function in order to achieve system-wide

of implementation.
2.4.2 Generat :

Continuously reduce product support costs on a
includes al 1

per-product basis. This
SDC costs for updates, etc.aspects of support, such as internal maintenance field support,

:

updates, new versions, etc. Question - can we ever complete a product? oe
b=

products in the field?

No new product development without a long-range plan, covering new releases,

Clear, effective maintenance and support plans - how will we Support our

*High Priority :



é :

OBJECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY
2.4.3 General

Strengthen and formalize the inputs to planning and development.
Specific

Have all new product starts approved by Products Committee. v M. Woolsey/L.Wa le

and intentions; formalize inputs from participating groups, and prepareformal quarterly reports of product requirements to the Planning and
Development groups.

M. WoolseyFormalize the PSG process; meet at fixed frequency with clear agenda

2:5 Develop a Clear Uniform Process for Maintenance and Field Support :

2.5.1 General

"M. WoolseyClarify our software maintenance process in support of new corporatesoftware warranty.
Establish an "E.C.0." process for software. - G. PTowman

Specific
Short term = analysis and proposal of the "Support Monster" problem. v J. Mileski

;PEOPLE/ORGANIZATION OBJECTIVES

Improve Organizational Depth

3.1.1 Specific

2 participants from the development organization.
Implement the Advanced Development function by end of Q1, including at least vd. Bell

. Hire at least 4 technically superior individuals each year. J. Bell

the resource (human, financial, hardware, space) and organizational(structure, methodology) requirements in support of Software Engineeringgoals.

ST
ZT
).

v Ll. WadeProvide an effective Departmental Planning function to plan and implement



Specific
Develop effective Software Product Plans in support of Central Engineeringand DEC-10.

Formalize the PSG process; meet at fixed frequency with clear agenda andintentions; formalize inputs from participating groups, and prepare formalquarterly reports of product requirements to the Planning Group.
Implement aggressive joing planning with the Product Management Group.
Clearly document a statement of diagnostic trends in the industry, and longterm plans for DEC diagnostics.
Short term - Develop and establish as a corporate posture a simple, salable .
and achievable maintenance and support policy for our products (in lieuof "Warranty" statement").
Establish a competitive analysis activity able to evaluate current
competitive products, and predict competitive moves.

Substantial upgrade in the line management structure.
Availability of skilled applications developers in each of the applicationsareas of major interest to the corporation.

applying a documented philosophy and methodology for setting Quality andReliability goals, and designing, testing and implementing these goals.
Increase Emphasis on Individual Responsibility and Accountability

3.2.1 General

should be able to find more than a few infrequent bugs, and no 'catastrophicfailures.

*High Priority

-RESPOIBILITY,
9

QBJECTIVE

vl.

M.

"G,

Wade

Woolsey

"a. Plowman

E. Fauvre

PTowman/
H. Spencer/

Woolsey

. Woolsey

Plowman
Fauvre
Fauvre

Mileski

Plowman/we. Fauvre

Staffed and operational high level consulting role in Reliability Engineering v J

3.

neither field test. nor Q.A. auditProducts debugged by the developers

:
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Specific
Clarification of roles and responsibilities of the various management andtechnical levels - for example, do we use consulting programmers properly?
Who develops implementation strategies? Who is responsible for absorptionof new product technology?

3.3 Improve Recognition and Participation for Key Software Development Personnel

General
Build a high level team with increased visibility to the company so they
be recognized, and who with fncreased visibility of the company, can operatefrom the broadest possible perspective.

Specific
Prepare and maintain a menu of likely candidates for both Research and
Advanced Development projects.

. Cycle at least 2 superior technical people each. year from. the research
group into the Software Development activity.
Cycle at least 2 superior technical people each year from the developmentactivity into the Research group.

Participation in the "Advanced Development" activity.
. Aggressive joint planning with the Product Management Group.
. Development of a competent and visible management and technical staff
in the applications area.-

. Aggressive exposure to the Product Lines, Marketing Committee, OOD, etc.,
to help bring: focus on growing applications activities in the corporation.

"G,

All

Plowman/L. Wad:

Bell

Bellv d

Plowma n/
Fauvre
Plowman :

:

Plowman

Fauvre

Fauvre

: :
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4. OTHER OB TIVES

OBJECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY
4.1 Improve Services to our Internal and External Customers

PRODUCT MANAGEMENTSpecific
" M. WoolseyPublish overall software business strategy

Product Managers and Product LIne Managers se output from
uidelines for use of

Ted Johnson' s Committee).

Prepare business plans consistent to the Business Strategy guidelines,
but above all with a sensitivity to our marketing requirements.

w" M. Woolsey

. Continue to tighten ties with Software Services. v M. Woolsey
:

HARDWARE ADMINISTRATION

. Long term plan for supporting needs of software organization. - E, Fauvre
_ Increased service to the software developers, at decreasing cost to the - E Fauvrecorporation.
Proposal on development utilization alternatives. -E, Fauvre

SDC

Automation of .order picking - order processing ~0. Kostetsky
Maximum of 1 week turnaround to customer orders. ~ 0. Kostetsky

. Priority system for field orders, including an "instan ship" option. 0. Kostetsky

. Periodic (twice a year) evaluation of kit contents, costs, effectiveness, v 0. Kostetsky

Regional SDC's where economically or politically appropriate, or where -0. Kostetskyservice required. Maximum of one week turnaround to customers

SI
ZE
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Y G1721INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM5
t : ty

TO: Mark Abbett MLI2-1 DATE: July 25, 1975
Gordon Bel] PLY2/A51
Dick Clayton KL5/E71 FROM: Phil Laut
Henry Lemaire ML1-2
Julius Marcus PK3/M10 DEPT: Engineering
Larry Portner HL12/A62
Bob Puffer ML1/E38 EXT: 4308 LOC: ML12/A16

Cc: Bob Lander PK3/F33

SUBJ: FY76 Goals for Engineering Finance

The purpose of this note is to lay out my goals for discussion at the
Jungle.Meeting next week. [ft is a minor rewrite of my goals statement
to Gordon and Bob Lander in May (#6 has beén added).

Goals of Controller's Organization 'Goals of Engineering Finance

1. Improve management decision
through financial resources.

A. Accelerated closing Meet closing related deadlines
B. Measurements utili- Product Accounting (Statements

zation. distributed not more than 30 days
'following the end of the quarter
by Nov. 1975.)

C. Utilization of PROF!T Continue to work with Finance
System EDP people to allow implementation

of analytical tools designed for
Product Accounting into GROMAR/PROFIT.

D. Improved forecasting Continue to work with Corporate
techniques Planning Group to allow pricing

and costing of Product Line
E. Improve. profit planning Forecasts

2. Improve financial control
system

A. Accounting procedure Continue to improve documentation
manuals on engineering accounting and

budgeting policies as needed

control/utilization/management been made in controlling employee
3. Improve corporate asset Considerable progress has already

and rotation laventory.
FY76 goal is to understand current
use and future needs for DEC-
manufactured computers tn Engineering.



FY76 Goals for Engineering Finance Page 2

Goals of Controller's Organization

4, Emphasize functional relation-
ships within:

A. Decentralized organiz-
ation

B. Establish and meet EEO
goals

5. Continue to build the Con-
troller's organization

A. Recruiting, training
and development of
personnel

C1722

Goals of Engineering Finance

Improve communication with
Mfg. Finance

Three major thrusts here.
Intend to:

1) Increase the amount of reading
done by the people in my group
(me included)

2) Improve as needed, the clarity
of writing done by people in
my group.

3) Continue and expand the number
of people going to school

Co-ordinate Business Plans. This
means encourage and prod product
managers to do them, assist in

6.

-the process, analyze them separately
and in the aggregate. Observe,
collect data and report on business
and technical trends within the
Company and in the rest of the
industry.

/ale
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INDIVIDUAL GOAIS

LSI

Develop a realistic direction or strategy for LSI in the
company. This will be accomplished by bringing together the
thoughts of three functions:

a. the systems user (the customer ex - LSI-11 diSks, LA-36,
etc.

b. systems and circuit design (L. Gale)

e. processing (J. Chenail, Worcester)

Define the particular devices which should be designed and
LSI'd in the next three years. This is really a more specific
definition of the strategy goal. It will demand an intense
communication and understanding between the four groups....
systems user, systems designer, circuit designer, and process.
engineer.

2.

Develop Worcester into a "going" processing operation of
approximately 300 wafer starts/week by year end using both
MOS and bipolar technologies. The processes will have manu-
facturing-level controls so as to be a state of readiness to
manufacture high-volume, standard devices (ex - 4k RAMS ) when
the need is evident.

3.

4, Bring the Engineering (Gale) and Manufacturing (Chenail) groups
into an effective working team. This is always an important
issue but absolutely indispensable in the.semi world.

MEMORY

1. Engineering
- All new memories 16K and under designed with MOS (4K RAM's)

- Move deeper into total utilization of semi-memor ies (MOS,
bipolar, CCD's).



2

~ Start exploratory work on 16K MOS RAM. 01724
Use core for large systems - 32K, 64K, 2D.

2 Product Management

- Develop this function beyond new product strategy, including
a plan of developing an effective warning system and action
plan to possibly modify product line forecasts. This will be
accomplished by pooling data from memory groups, product
manager, central planning, and Westminster.

- Phase out core memories and introduce semi memories in a
controlled way. We neither want to "fall off the cliff" as
cores drop off nor drag out cores when the market dictates
that we should be using semi technology.

- Influence memory pricing strategy through Marketing Committee.

3. General

"Tet go" of the memory operation so that in fact Cosgrove and
Croxon together have 95% cntro] of the business including
issues which cut actuss Lat lines. This includes
schedules, inventories, costs, but not systems engineering
programs. These are the responsibility of Croxon only
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LOC/MAIL STOP

CENTRAL ENGINEERING PERSONNEL
SUBJ: GOALS FOR FY '76

TO, OD DATE, July 25, 1975
FROM: Mark Abbett

cc: Henry Lemaire DEPT, Central Engi eering sonnel
Julius Marcus EXT, 2623

LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12/A11

The following is a set of goals for Central Engineering Personnel
to be discussed further at the July 30th Woods Meeting.

MANAGEMENT/EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT

Goals for Supervisor Training
Core Workshops to continue for next six months with four modules
including one on problem solving. All Central Engineering
Supervisors to attend this program.
Responsibility: John Cronkite Completion Date: 1/1/76

Ken Trend to run two two-day Interviewing Skills Workshop for
Central Fnaineering this Fall. Leo will participate in one,
co-train the second, and be prepared to train future sessions.
Responsibility: John Cronkite Completion Date: 11/15/75

A one day workshop is to be designed for Supervisors on Techniques
for Conducting a Performance Appraisal and Plan.
Responsibility: John Cronkite Completion Date: 11/75

Goals For Management Training
Run Engineering Managers Seminar again for the next level of manage-
ment.
Responsibility: John Cronkite and Ed Schein to train
Completion Date:

Have all managers attend a one day workshop on Techniques for Con-
ducting Performance Appraisals and Plans.
Responsibility: John Cronkite Completion Date: 11/75

Goals For Central Engineering Personnel Department Training

An experimental Workshop will be run for the staff on Career
Planning (What are factors that employees should consider in
choosing a career)

Completion Date: 4/76Responsibility: John Cronkite
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Goals for Employee Development During FY 76

Selling of OOD in support of this effort.
Responsibility: Mark Completion Date: 7/1/76

Development of a manual summarizing existing training for Central
Engineering employees. This is to be distributed to managers and
supervisors as part of our Performance Appraisal Workshop.
Responsibility: Mark Completion Date: 10/1/75

The formation of a committee of individual contributors with the
responsibility for administering a program of Employee Develop-
ment for Central Engineering.
Responsibility: Mark Completion Date: 6/76

Agreed Upon Guidelines for Relationship Between Mariagement. Development
and Personnel Reps for Workshops

Identification of
Workshop Training Need Design Training Follow Up

Corporate "Mgmt. Dev. Mgmt. Dev. Mgmt. Dev. Reps

Central Eng. Reps Mgmt. Dev.. Reps Reps

John Cronkite's Consulting Goals

A broad guideline for John relative to working consulting issues is
that he designs programs to:

Resolve conlficts and problems with Central Engineering and other
major organizations (i.e., 2 X 2, Engineering Managers)

Design programs to address issues and resolve conflicts between
Vice Presidential organizations within Central Engineering (i.e.,
Product Management and Systems Management Workshops)

o Act as consultant to Reps in resolving conflict issues within
their individual organizations

EMPLOYMENT

o The development of a comprehensive Manpower Plan for Central Eng-
ineering in conjunction with the Financial Reps. This plan is to
include:

a. Affirmative Action Plan
bp. January College Recruiting Plan
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c. Co-op Hires
dad. Minorit y and Female Training Programs
e. Plans for promotions and transfers
Responsibility: Leo Completion Date: 7/15/75

O Increase in minority and female applicants against committed
Affirmative Action slots.
a. A female and minority Employee Referral Program.

LeoResponsibility: Completion Date: 2/15/76

b. This will includeBetter relationship with Minority Recruiting.
the invitation to Gas Riley whenever job spec meetings take
place with managers.

Responsibility: Leo Completion Date : 6/30/75

O Work relationship between the Personnel Recruiter and Personnel
Representative as to further clarification of responsibilities
Responsibility : Leo Start Date: 10/1/75

O Hire a professional Recruiter and define the role of employment
to include out placement, internal searches, reallocation of
employees and career counseling when employees desire transfers
to other organizations.
Responsibility: Leo Completion. Date : 11/1/75

Monthly reports to be completed by the last working day of each
month and sent to the Central Engineering Personnel staff and line
management are to include:

1. A Requisition Report of all full time internal and external
openings for Central Engineering

2. The top five Central Engineering openings and status of each

3. An Affirmative Action Report to include how many committed
and hiresopenings, offers,

Responsibility: Leo Start Date : 7/1/75

O With key individual searches (Level 11 jobs and above) and
management openings, whether they be handled by an outside agency
or Central Engineering Employment, an agreement be written up and
bi-monthly status reports be sent to the managers, next higher
level of management and Personnel Representatives.Start Date : 7/1/75Responsibility: Leo
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O Design : and present a training session for managers dealing with
Compensation philosophy. This session should include:
ae The philosophy behind "Pay for Performance"
b. The concept of frequecy of increases (how and when to use)
Cc. The Exemption Questionnaire and a discussion of government

requirements for qualifying as an exempt employee
Responsibility: Jim McCarthy and Reps Completion Date:

COMPENSATION

Oo Design and present a training session for all employees on DEC's
Compensation Program. This training should include:

a. What is a salary range?
b. How-does performance relate to salary range quartiles?
c. What factor does cost of living play in the adjustment of

salary ranges from year to year?
ad. How does job evaluation work and what factors are looked

at in deciding the "worth" of a position?
e.. An explanation of.the full.process of performance and

salary reviews at DEC.
Responsibility: Jim McCarthy and Reps Completion Date:

o A monthly report on Cost Center Manager's variance between salary
plan and actual increases. This report should include a detailed
analysis of each Vice Presidential organization and identification
of problem areas.
Responsibility: Jim McCarthy Start Date: 7/75

To start anticipating problems rather than reacting and fire fighting.
This will be accomplished by our imput to compensation proposals
through our Rep., Jim McCarthy, support of these proposals to our top
management and Compensation's education of us to effectively imple-
ment these programs. Specificaily:
o During FY '76, Jim McCarthy and his Compensation Group will

regularly attend Central Engineering's staff meetings to inform
and involve us in all proposals. The goal is that our imputs be
considered in these proposals and that we help sell these to our
top management.
"Responsibility: Jim McCarthy and Mark Start Date: 6/27/75

o Before any major compensation programs are implemented within
Central Engineering, i.e., Phase I Salary Planning, AAIM Job
Slotting, Stock Option Recommendation, etc., an educational pro-
gram will be presented by Compensation to our Personnel Reps to
ensure there is adequate knowledge in implementing the program.
Responsibility: Jim McCarthy Start Date: Immediate
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION GOALS

To have Managers complete an Affirmative Action Pian in conjunction
with a manpower plan for each cost center for FY '76. This plan
should include committed minority and female slots, training pro-
grams, co-op positions, transfers and promotions.
Responsibility: Leo - Coordination Completion Date: 7/15/75

Reps - Implementation

To set up a tracking system where managers quarterly receive a re-
port of where they stand with relation to their Affirmative Action
plans and commitments.
Responsibility: Otis Courtney Start Date: 10/1/75.

o To increase the number of minority and female applicants. The
implementation and responsibility for this goal is covered under
the Employment Section.

o To get a top management commitment and involvement in EEO through
specific programs:

1. Through quarterly reports on cost centers status versus their
Affirmative Action plan, get Vice Presidents to come down hard
on managers who are not obtaining their committed goals. This
should be partislly reflected in salary reviews and stock option
recommendations.

2. To budget a sum of money to be administered by OOD to support
EEO programs beneficial to all of Central Engineering.

Responsibility: Mark and OOD Completion Date: 10/1/75

To develop two training programs to upgrade the skills of present
A tentative plan would be tominority and female DEC employees.

run another Tech Training Program and start a program for retrain-
ing employees to qualify for entry level Diagnostic Programming
positions.

Completion Date: 3/76Responsibility: Reps

To complete the Employee Profiles and to use them as a resource for
identifying promotable Affirmative Action candidates.

LeoResponsibility: Completion Date: 2/76

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS GOALS

O Work with Vice Presidents and Managers to educate and prepare them

next fiscal year.
Reps Completion bate: 7/75Responsibility:

for Personnel's effort in the area of Employee Relations over the
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o Employee Relations is management's responsibility and not Personnel's.

With this perspective, our effort will be to develop specific pro-
grams to give managers more tools in order to develop an effective
Employee Relations Program. Specific tools are:

1. Available Technical Training for employees

2. An awareness workshop on better secretary utilization
3. A workshop on career counseling and alternative career paths

for Central Engineering employees

4. Other programs?
Responsibility: Reps. Start Date: 7/1/75

o A program and training for managers on how to conduct Performance
Appraisals and plans. Our goal is that every employee in Central
Engineering have a performance evaluation every six months.
Responsibility: Reps Start Date: 10/1/75

o To develop one and possibly two social events for employees of
Central Engineering. One program might be an open house for
families of DEC employees and another possibly being a group
sports activity such as a Red Sox baseball game.
Responsibility: Theresa Start Date: 3/76

o With the completion of the Employee Profile, to set up a mechanism
for reviewing Central Engineering employees for all potential pro-
motional and career path opportunities.
Responsibility: Leo Start Date: 10/75

o In areas of high hourly employee population (SDC and Engineering
Services) to conduct an attitude survey with all employees. This
will be an excellent opportunity for new Personnel Representatives
to meet with the organization they're supporting.
Responsibility: Reps Completion Date: Q2

ADMINISTRATION GOALS

o To set up a policy for paperwork contained in an employee's Per-
sonnel File and set up all Central Engineering files accordingly.

Implementation: PSA'sResponsibility: Policy: Theresa Completion Date: 1/76

o To complete a Secretarial Reference Book for use by all secretaries
supporting technical organizations in Manufacturing and Engineering.

Completion Date: 5/76Responsibility: Theresa
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Training for PSA's. and Secretaries. The PSA's should visit John
Hancock to get better insight into the mechanics of claims pro-
cessing. With the decentralization of PSA's, Secretaries should
be cross-trained so that they are qualified to cover the or-
ganization during times of vacation and absenteeism.
Responsibility: Theresa Completion Date: 12/75

To improve Central Engineering's New Employee Orientation. Areas
to be looked at are:

1. A film on DEC to give employees a better understanding. of the
products and business we're in.

2. Clerical Training - To make new secretaries aware of forms,
procedures, and DEC organization through a training program
on their first day.

Responsibility: Theresa Start Date: 8/75

clg



TO:

SUBJ;

Gordon Bell"
Bob Puffer
Henry Lemaire
Larry Portner
Julius Marcus
Phil Laut

LOC/MAIL STOP

For OOD Woods - 7/31/75

61732
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMPS h

ég

DATE: July 29, 1975
FROM: Dick Clayton
DEPT, Computer Systems Development
EXT: 3638
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML5/E71
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Coals (For Major Focus in FY 76)
01733

J Product
- Understand where we build and sell systems vs components

and strongly crive market, production, and development*
- Achieve realistic configuration rules
- Do fewer products better (increased risk § payoff)
- Get PDQ to market
- Get LSI to market § build solid successful family
- Successful 32 bit systems

II Process
- Integration of Froduct Management for Family Plans
- Evolution of System Management and focus*

(implications across al] development and market)
- Successful implementation of 32 bit management

system across GCD*
- Focus on Reliability (Design and Process maturity,

MTBF, etc.)
- Clarify Market Services role
- Strengthen PDP-11 § 32 bit Family forces (Platz, etc.)

III People
- Raise level and recognition of Product Managers*
~ Bring in more bright college graduates
- Add 3 Product Managers-caliber of Steve, Bruce and Malcolm
- Raise technical training level
- Focus 70% of hardware engineers on minimum software skills

(at least serious user)
TV Other

- Establish product specific competitive analysis
- 80% of Engineering Supervisors and above travel at least

3 weeks/year including one week in frent of customers
- 70% of principle engineers § above travel 2 weeks/year

including 4 days in front of customers
- Raise direct Product Line Eng. to 10% of total at least
- Build team strength and experience
- Execute cross group assignments for at least 10 people of

supervisor cr principle engineer level or above

believe these are also OOD wide goals.
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September 3, 1975g :

Wes Graham, Director
Computer Systems Group
University of Waterloo
Wa@erloo, Ontario, Canada
N2L 361

Dear Wes:

| read the status report of WATFOR and WATBOL.

Can you send me brochures and/or material on them. Are they too
restrictive (200 statements) to be useful? How are sales? How

does WATBOL compare with our COBOL? How can the sales of these
be improved?

Sincerely,

Gordon Bell
V ge President

ice of Development0

GB:mjk

cc: Al Brown
Larry Portner

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORAT CN, 146 MAIN STREET, MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

1G1FIROT-HITE TWX: 710-347-0712 TELEX: 94-8457
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tir. Ae Brown
PK 31/412
OEM Group
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 italn Street,
Maynard, Mass 01754,

August 15, 1975,

Dear Al:
4It has been some time since we have reported to Dicital

Equipment Corporation about the status of our compilers for thePDP~11 series of competers.
We thought that you might be Interested In the current

developments, our plans for distribution and our plans for thenext few months.

Attached to this letter are reports on WATFOR-11 and Itsextension WATFOR-11S and WATBOL-11 our new COBOL compiler,
If you have any questions about any of the detalls of the

compilers or our distribution procedures, please do not hesitate
to contact me.

Yours sincerely,

DDC3cd U.D. Cowan

cece itr. Gordon Bell.

:



WATFAC
Box 803
Waterloo, Ontario

Waterloo Foundation
for the Advancement
of Computing

August 15, 1975.

PROGRESS REPORT

WATFGR=11 and WATFOR-11S.

WATFOR-11 has been completed and avallable for distribution since
January 1, 1975. The compiler implements ANSI standard FORTRAN IV
with format free I/0 and other extensions. It compiles at very
high speed with excellent error diagnostics.
WATFOR-11S is a versfon of WATFOR=11 which Includes extra languagefeatures for structured programming. It contains the followingconstructs:

IF THEN ELSE,
WHILE DO,

and DO CASE,

as well as several other similar features. FORTRAN programs which
run under the DEC FORTRAN IV compiler should also run under WATFCR-11
and WATFOR"11S and produce the same results.
Both the WATFOR-11 and WAT@OR-11S comptlers are available to be run
under the kSX-110 and KSX-114 operating systems and will soon be
avallable (Fall 1975) under the RT-11 operating system. The
compiters use 24K of memory for the smallest configuration. Using
this size of memory the compiler can accept about a 290 statement
FORTRAN program, Of course the number of statements is highly
dependent on the size of arrays. Tne compiler can be expanded to
use a larger amount of memory and hence Improve Its performance
both In terms of speed and size of program handled.

Specific detalls about these two compilers and the distribution
packagse are attached to this report.
The distribution of the compiler Is handled in a straight-
forward manner - Upon recelpt of a request, a distribution package
is mailed to the potential user. The user completes the various
forms and the contracts and returns them to WATFAC. 'YATFAC then
copies WATFUR-11 onto DECTAPE or kK05 disk and sends the compiler
to the user. The compiler is distributed as a number of object
decks which can be combIned to form a task by the receiving
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Installation. The object decks Include WATFOR-11 compile-time andexecution-time routines, additlonal object decks to createWATFOR=11S (If requested), bullt-in FORTRAN functions and the run-time support routines for formatted input-output. These last twoitems are part of the Digital Equipment Corporation FORTRANObject Time System Version 4, By including the last two objectdecks our compiler Is Independent of various versions of theoperating systems under which it Is Implemented.
The WATFOR-11 compiler Is leased on an annual basis and at presentcosts $600 per year. The additional features for WATFOR-11S cost$100 annually.



WATFAC
Box 803
Waterlac, Ontario

Waterloo Foundation
for the Advancement
of Computing

August 15, 1975.

PROGRESS REPORT 01738
WATBOL-]]

WATBCL-11 is a load-and-go batch CCOBCL compiler which is modelledafter WATFOR-11. This compiler Is designed for an environment
where large numbers of small file-processing programs (i.e.
educational Institutions) are to be processed. WATBIL-11 compiles
and executes batches of COBUL proyrams at speeds probably
exceeding the speed of a 1000 line-a-minute printer or 1009 card-
a-minute reader. Excellent diagnostic messapes are Issued toassist the programmer in detecting errors at both compile an.
execution time. The compiler is designed to be a mininum
standard COBCL compiler with many, extra language features. It
appears to accept a richer version of COBGL then DEC's COBCL-11.
Programs which run under DEC COBGL-11 should also run under
WATBOL~11 and produce the same results.
The compiler Is not quite complete although it presently will
compile and execute a large number of COBOL test programs waich.
exercise most of the languayze features,
We expect the WATBUL<-11 compiler to be available for distribution
on or before January 1, 1976. Initially it will baeavailable
under the RSX and system. It Is expected
that the comptler will require about 24K of memory for the
smallest confiyuration and will accept at least a 200 statement
COBOL program. Cf course the number of statements is hi ly
dependent on the size of tables and the number of filles used.
The compiler memory requirements can be expanded and as a
consequence Improve the performance In terms of both speed and
size of program. A monitor is also being, Implemented which will
allow a mixed job stream of WATFOR-11 and WATBCL-11 programs to
be executed.
The distribution package for WATBGL-11 Is not yet available. It
is planned to distribute WATBCL-11 as a set of object decks on
either DECTAPE or RKOS disk. These decks are then built [nto a
task by the recelving installation. The object decks will Include
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WATBOL-11 compile-time and executlon-time routines and the
conversion, comparison and arithmetic run-time support routines.
These last three Items are from the Digital Equipment Corporation
COBOL object time system. By including them the compiler Is
independent of the various versions of the operating systemsunder which it Is Implemented,
The WATBOL=11 comptler will be leased on an annual basis. Althoughthe lease fee has not yet been decided we expect it will cost
about the same as WATFOR-11.
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inteRoerice MEMORANDUM

TO: Distribution DATE: September 8, 1975

FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

SUBJ: ASR CAPABILITY--WHAT IS IT?

I'd like to know how ASR's are used.

Do users keep the tapes? How long? !s the tape just a kludgy
way to do editing? To get more throughput through a line?
To pay less charges?

What I'm driving at is--why can't we build in page editry
with say 4 to 8K bytes of RAM storage to hold the page and
serve 90% of the ASR market? (This would solve the TWX and
internal DEC network problems for example.)

GB:mjk

Distribution

Ed Corel]
George Friend
Al Huefner
Andy Knowles
Roy Moffa
Bob Puffer
Mark Sebern
Tom Stockebrand
John Wolaver
Mike Wurster
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Ron Ham DATE: September 8, 1975
Pete Van Roekens

FROM : Gordon Bel}
cc: Larry Portner

DEPT: OOD

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12-1

SUBJ: pms/11

ts DMS/11--a Data Base Management System for the PDP-11 by R.
Hochsprung, as presented at the Fall 1973 DECUS--useful to our
DMS/11 planning?

GB:mjk
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Steve Teicher DATE: September 9, 1975

CC: Dick Clayton FROM: Gordon Bell
Rob Van Naarden

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: MLI2/A51

SUBJ:

What are you thinking vis a vis a WCS and user ROM microprogramming?

GB:mj f



DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 61743
PAGE 1

SUBU? DATE CHANGEeeLARRY ROBERT*S VISIT DATES 39099075
FROM} GORDON BELL
EX! 2236
MSt MLi281/A51

* * # * * + * * * * * * + * + * * * % + * * * *
TOL

CHANGE IN MEETING NOTICE
Faves Sea

Tos Distribution
Larry Roberts, President of Telenet, will now Visit Us on
October 24eemany of you Were going to be out of
the country of October 1,

Octoper 24, 1975
Time: 10200 AM until 3100 PM
My office

Purpose: to convince us that an interface to Telenet is an
important and profitable product,

There are three areas of interest that I believe are being
attend to already?
1, 14 intergace via DASIO,
2. Communications products,
3, Standard networks or other products (e,9, RSTS),.

Please arranae to have a spokesman from one of these areas in
attendance (e.9, Pearson, Alusic, Teichnoltz),

I will ALLEN] HSH FHC SHAS

I will TEdTESENt {

Distribution
Sree Sanegaae
Don Alusic Stan Olsen
Bob Klein Stan Pearson
Irwin Jacobs Nat Telenholtz
Jonn Leng Larry wade
Julius Marcus Stu wecker



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
01744

PAGE 1

SUBJ? MEETING NOTICEee14/2, LASER@SCAN LI DATEs 89=29075
FROM? GORDON BELL
EX! 2236
MS? MLi20{/A51

* * +
TOS FILE

+ * * + * * *

MEETING NOTICE

Tot Distribution
Mr, Street, Laserescan Limited, will be visiting us on October 2,
The attached letter will explain hig vigit and more information
will be coming.

Pending Mr, street*s confirmation, the meeting will be held:

Date: October 2, 1975
Time, 1: @0PM
Placet My office

I will ACtend

I can't make 103

GBemit

Distr{bution
Leo Bennett
Ed Corel)
Len HalioBill MeBride
Mark Sebern
Tom StockebraNdewhost
Phil Tays
Ed Vrablick
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LIMITED Tel: 0223-69872/4
Registered in England No. 966312 Telex: 817346
VAT No 213 8605 79

Cambridge Science Park, Milton Road, CAMBRIDGE CB4 4BH, ENGLAN

; 13th August 1975

Professor C.G. Bell,
Digital Equipment Corporation
(V.P. Engineering)

Maynard,
Mass. 01754, U.S.A.

3
&

3 Dear Professor Bell,
€ Q I hope you are well. You may remember that some time ago we

*met when you visited the Computer Laboratory in Cambridge, and
saw the HRD~1 as it then was. At the time you were quiteSs interested in this equipment for your own purposes, but
unfortunately, we were too late for particular provision which
had just been made to obtain micro-film equipment.

a
As I shall be in your area during late September, I would

much welcome the opportunity of visiting your establishment
and discussing with you some of the possibilities for our
Company and its equipment as they now stand.

M 6th September, but preferably it would be during the following
The earliest date on which I could visit you would be Friday,

week, say between October Ist and 6th. 2OK
I do hope you can give me two alternative dates at either end
of this period, which would suit you.

Yours sincerely,

ING.S.B. Street
Director.

4

{ O

On
O. R. Srisch OBE FRE C. R. Peter (Managing)

(ol
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VOu MOT E
LASERSCAN CAMDG
00002 DEC CH
KZ

PPRR 1321 09-SEP 2537] 1319 PIASEP
MP30 FORN

ZCZC
817346 ENGLAND
MSG NO NASI

TOs G M STREET - DIRECTOR
LASER=SC ruitAM LTD.
CAMPRIDGE SCIENCE PARK
CAMBRIDGE ENGLAND
TELEX NO, 817346

I RESERVED TIME ON OCTOBER 2, 1975, AT 1:09 P.M, PLEASE LET
ME KNOW THE AREAS YOU WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS SO I CAN ALERT SOME
OF OUR PEOPLE. ALSO, PLEASE SEND PRODUCT UPDATE INFORMATION,

FROM: GORDON BELL - DIGITAL ~CORPORATTot-__ ~

U .5eA

REGARDSJ
NNNN
NNNN

D
LASERSCAN CAMDG
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diilo tall INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution DATE: September 12, 1975

cc: OOD FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

SUBJ DDCMP, et al STANDARDS

In talking with Adm. Haak, who buys and installs computers for the Navy,
his group strongly suggested we nominate DDCMP and the network protocols
as standards to ANSI and CBEMA.

What can we do here? What do you think? Nat, will you come forth with
a proposal or statement?

GB:mjf

Distribution

Larry Portner
Nat Teichholtz
Larry Wade
Stu Wecker
Pat White



life
TO:

SUBJ:

Ron Ham DATE:
Larry Portner
Pete Van Roekens FROM:
Larry Wade

DEPT:

EXT:
PROGRAM CONVERSION

01748
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

September 12, 1975

Gordon Bel1

00D

2236 Loc: ML12/A51

In visiting US Navy people, they were concerned about conversions of
programs from IBM and Honeywell. There's a major problem when DBMS-type
systems are used, since these contribute to incompatibility.

Can we: What's the thinking here?

GB:mjk
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Distribution DATE: September 12, 1975

FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 Loc: ML12/A51

SUBJ: INTERESTING PERSPECTIVE ON OP.SYS.MODS

In talking with people from the Navy, they stated they forced a vendor
who had benchmarked a system and given a certain performance, to give
free hardware when the Op.Sys. had been enlarged and the performance
decreased.

GB:mjk

Distribution

Pete Conklin
Dave Cutler
Roger Gourd
John Levy
Larry Portner
Larry Wade
Pete Van Roekens
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all INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUMloli

TO: Jim Bell DATE: September 12, 1975
Mark Sebern
Stu Wecker FROM: Gordon Bell

CC: Andy Knowles DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/A51

SUBJ: CONSULTING WITH UMASS VIA HAROLD STONE

Since Harold Stone consults for HP, we should be careful with our own
interaction with him. Are we going to, or do we want to build a
relationship with him?

GB:mjk
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:

SUBJ:

Distribution DATE: September 12, 1975

FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT; 2236 Loc: ML12/A51

LASER PRINTERS

HP has taken licenses with Canon and Spectra Physics (?) for their
printers. The copies are pretty. IBM is apparently working like crazy
too on this.
| believe these all require a dry photographic process. What have we

thought about here?

Should we get together to see what is known? Wouldn't Polaroid be the
ideal company to work with?

GB:mjk

Distribution
Jim Bel]
Fd Corell
Bob Puffer
Ken Olsen
Mark Sebern



YA7S8DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE
SUBJ! DEc HANDBOOKS DATE? 09ul7e7§

FROM? GORDON BELL
EX? 2236
MBE MLI2/A5S1

TOs FILe
#

1

* ** ** ** *

Tos Distribution
SUBJ: PRICES AND §TRUCTURE OF OUR HANDBOOKS

I keep getting promises from my friends in academia who teach
the to stop puying it pecause the manuals are numerous
and expensive,
Dan siewlorek, Professor of CS at CMU, wrote a book to explain
the pdpell (Cand data structures), but recently called me when the
price to students go to be $14 ($4,590 for processor handbook and
89,50 for CAPS),
If the costs are indeed tnis nigns ean we give universities the
plates to reprint them? Are we modular at the wrong level? Will
new language and command standards help make the fabrication, ete,
easier? Aren't we better off being less modular here? Is
microfiche a possibility?
Is this just @ problem in our Small EDU market? are there other
Quantity User OTHERME
Who's responsible for manual structure planning
and ricin
I view that this was only solved once in the old PpP#8 handbook
that had everything, Now we've blown it there,
GBamit

Distribution
Diek Clayton Ed Kramer

Win Hindle Charlie speetor
Jenn Jones Lerry wade
Olen Kostetsky Gerry witmore

Diex Eckhouse Ken 01sen
Bob Gaftford Larry Portner



PAGE 2
SUBJ% EDITORS DATE? 09at775

FROMS GOROON BELL

To my knowledge, there's only been 1 study on the subject of
performance for editors, Ken King has a copy of the results, 04766
but it looked rougnlys
1, For text input, nothing matters

2. for editing the tube is best by X2eepoint to the stufé
rather tnan deseribe where it is,

3, for string edits, TECO gets about 38% over others due to
terseneSseeetc,

4, The string editors, SOS, QED, the multies editor are all about
the same tor corrections,

Also, there's a problem for doing text typesetting in a coherent,
formatted way,

Where are we going here? Can I see a plan/statement of problem?
Who's driving 1t? Given that we're understaffed by 30% in
languages, Why are we looking at a new editor?
It would also be nice to have a standard syntax for the editors

thewe nave that are implemented across machines and systems?
SOS, TECO, VTED, NEWeedit? What's nappening on this?

Distribution
Peter Conklin
Jack Gilmore
Ron Ham
Tom Hastings
Ken King
Larry Portner
Pat White
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@

FROM! NICK CLAYTON
EX? 3438

x K K x K K K K K K K x K x OK x * k x * Xx x Xx

e SUBJ? 000 STAFF AGENDA--9/4/75

e 10330 Review Minutes

10335 Review asends
® 10340 Froduct Line Mar. Dinner Meetings Fortner

e 11200 Business Flan Review Frocecdure Laut

11230 Froduct Managers Review

Overall ordanizelion rercertion All
® 12315 Assignment of Best/Noelcke Fuffer/Clayton

e 12330 Role of O00 Secretary (rotation) All

@
FUTURE AGENIIA ITEMS

Wher do we wart to finglize carital & orerating budgets?

e 9/11 QOON-MKT Committee interface (40 mire?)

e 9/18 What is the rurrosey forms and content Puffer
of the urcoming MIT lecture Cronkite

stratesy? (20 mirte? Clayton

@

@

@

FAGE 1
SUBJ? AGENDUA/MINUTES oor TATE? OF-04-75

MS3 MLS~2
x K K K K
TO} oor

Job desecrirtion Abbett
Green Sheet

9/11 Seles meetings (esrecially Srseind (10 mire? Clayton Q

9/11 Status of microrrocessor (15 mir. ) pres Hughes
o/1i Whet is our affirmative action status Abbett

and what eroblems are keyw for
next 12 months €30 mine?

9/11 What is status and what have lemme r
we learned? C15 mare )

series? (30 th

9/18 Whet is 3 year serial bus
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FAGESUB AGENDA/MINUTES oon DATE 09-04-75

FROM? DICK CLAYTON

9/18 What is resolution of DEC. 20 Lens/ Cmemory strategy (20 mitre) Lemaire9/18 oon srace guidelines (40 mitre? Vals9/25 Rerort om irt house gear POF-11 usage Comeuterstratesy. Resource Co.9/25 QCMS defect rerorting sustem Smith/FecoreSept, Is there a field integration vet? Smith/Shields/
RC/RESert. Honoraria Folicy Rell10/9 Is there formal action elan that Shields/allows follow We Ore field oriented Minezzieroduct safety rrahlems?

Oct. Block mode strategy resolution Marcus/Fortner? MarcusIs action om ECO control called for at this
time?

What is harrening to make systems a reality Clayton
im the way we do business?

Exrected attendance at OOD meetings?
LF RF RC FL. MA JM HL.GE

9/04 x x X x X x out x
9/11 out x x X x X x
9/18 x x out x x x x out
9/25 X x x x X x
10/72 x x X X
10/9 x X x X x
10/16 x P x x x outx x
10/23 x x x x
10/30 x x X x X

X X
x

x X x

P x x x
x x x



KEY MANAGEMENT ISSUES

---Terminal Strategy **
Discount Policy--Software Business Strategy

? Memory Strategy
Competition with OEM
Low Cost Selling Strategy--Transaction Processing
-_ TAS

Marketing Function *

Spec ll
Low end printer
LOW end CRT **

Product Line/Field Org. *

Red Book Update

(OL.
Knowles/Puffer
Johnson/Michels
Johnson/Portner
Johnson
Hindle/Long
MC
Portner
Portner
MC
Clayton/Buckley
Stockebrand/
Corfel
Gale, Halio,
Sebern
oc
Bell,

Commercial Product Strategy S. Olsen
Combined 11/70, VAX & 2040 OC

Strategy (MKL. -

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

Catalog GMO Review
& Large Operating
System Strategy

DEC Tablet
Industrial OC Concerns
-Central Vs. PL Software

Dev.
--MC/OOD Interface

Company Chaplin/Shrink
Organization-how to avoid

15 layersBenefits Overview
Test of Space Assumptions
High Potential People &

Quarterly Letter Items
Info Sent to Field

Knowles
Bell
Johnson
Vachon
Portner

Laut/Thompson
Burke
All
Bornstein
Crouse/Thompson
Burke

All

041770
Decided, managers needed
In process
In processPartially decided
Awaiting write-up
In process
In process
OpenStalled
Dick owes alternatives
September 1

Open

October Woods
Open
Open
Open
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March 76
Open

Open
Open
Open

OpenFuture Woods Topic
Future Woods Topic
September
Open
November Woods (with
interim discussions)

September 22



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
Carr

To: Gordon Bell DATE: September 10, 1975
FROM: John Fisher
DEPT: Administration
EXT: 4515
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML 12/1 A-50

MID & LARGE OPERATING SYSTEM STRATEGYSUBJ:

At the Woods Meeting we held at Stan's home you agreed to
return to the OC with a strategy for holding together
Mid and Large Operating Systems Strategy. I continue to
carry this as a future agenda item for the OC and I sense
that there are many people, including Marcus, Portner,
Clayton, etc. who feel it needs to be resolved. Where should
be go from here?

7

SUBJ: INTERACTION OF OOD AND MARKETING COMMITTEE Aug 20
I am still waiting for your writeup of how the OOD and MC should
play together in making Corporate Product/Market decisions. This
was requested by the OC some months ago and I believe it is of
significant importance that we should consider its publication as
a "Green Sheet". Today, I don't think anyone in DEC could explain

new product.

(PILL / Bou

clearly and simply how we decide on designing and introducing a :

SUBJ; CHEAP CRT ( ) 26

At the last Woods Meeting there was consensus of the pressing need
for a cheap CRT. Gale, 7Halio and Sebern were going to set up
a special study group to make this happen. Also, at the 8/25
OC meeting, explained that he is looking for a new Product
Manager to drive this. Andy is looking for a strong Marketing
Manager to define a winning market strategy. Apparently there
is much confusion about where we are going and the study group
which you promised to set up has never materialized. You will
recall Ken's feeling that genius was necessary to pick a unique
product strategy, and I think everyone was hoping that this might
come out of the Gale/Halio/Sebern team.

Should we continue to push for this?



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM:
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4 "
TO Gordon Bell . ML12-1/A51 DATE: September 4, 1975

John Fisher ML12~1/A50 FROM: Ken Olsen
DEPT Administration
EXT: 2300
LOC/MAIL STOP: ML12-1/A50

SUBJ: REVIEW OF 32 BIT MACHINE.

In addition to the periodic general reviews of all major projects with the
Operations Committee, 1 think we should spend a half hour or one hour on

sfecific projects.

| think it is time that we spend a half hour on a casual review of the
32 bit computer. Will you schedule a review of this soon?

I think this should be without slides, flip charts, or formal presentation,
but should be just a casual review of what has been going on. In general
terms, we should know how long it will take, what impact it will make,
whether it will wipe out- the PDP-10 or will the PDP-10 wipe it out, or
whether the two can live compatibly forever. We are particularly interested
in how compatible it is with the PDP-11.software.

It seems to me that our original goal was to make this machine, compatible
with the It, and 2) accomplish all the wonderful things that new design
makes possible. It will be good to review how we have deviated further
from this goal and what we have gained by this deviation.

/ma
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September 3, 1975

Professor James Snyder
Computer Science Department
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Dear Dr. Snyder:

We sadly regret the death of Professor Don Gillies of your department--
a pioneer computer scientist, who has been active throughout the life

inspiring. I enjoyed the interaction with him on his Pascal language
of computing.. His students (here) remember ao really bright and

work.

It is therefore with mixed feelings that | enclose a check for five
thousand dollars ($5000) on behalf of Digital Equipment Corporation to
be used for an annual commemorative lecture series. However, we feel
in this small way he can be remembered and computer science learning
can partially continue in his name.

As the details of the series become firm and operates, we would like
to follow it.

cerely,

ofdon Bell
ite President
Office of Development

GB:mjk
cc: David Kuck
Enclosure

DIGITAL FQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET. MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754

(HIZIBOF-DITT FW! 410-347-0212 G4-b4o/
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DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM CAT
PAGE 1

SUBJS FPLA'S FINALLY DATES 09023075
FROMS GORDON BELL
EX! 2236
MS3 MLI2/A54

* ** *+ ** * *+ * *

* ** *% %* *

Tos pistribution F/U 9/30

It just occurred to me that these devices which are now being
introduced ofter an interesting alternative to what would
have been random logic on PCB*'s, They offer lots of interesting
alternatives to conventional ROM%'s too,
Is anyone thinking about some of the uses?

Who can carty out an analysis to see if it WorkS as a means of
affecting testability, stocking, PCB area reduction?

Could we get a seminar here to expose and recommend?
Whe should do ft?
GBimik

Distribution
Engineering managers
Bob Armstrong
Micnael Depevrot



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM Garay
PAGE t

SUBJ! DATA BASE/S120 DATES AQe25a75
FROMe GORDON BELL

EXs 2236
MSs ML12/A51

TOs PILE

AL

* *

x 66x *8

Subj: ALL THOSE TINY DATA BASE PROBLEMS CAN BE DONE ON A 5100

Tos Distribution
The IBM hardware |anguage, and interface, is ideal to tackle
a)! those tiny, turnkey dataebase applications that there are
milifons off
1, Pharmacy record contro}

Doetor's officeQe
3, Dentist's office
4, Simele tax form filling out,
Se Automobile pricing, financing, etc,
6, DEC field office inventory, computer configuring,
How will they go about doing applications and selling it?
WHT) distributors spring up? People who sel! fixed applications
programs?

Distribution
eeu seuenaeane

Operations Committee
Product Line Managers
Jerry Tedd



an ce Carn
Dick ClaytonBill Demmer
Bob Kirk
Cley Neal
Al RyderBill Strecker :



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
G1784AL

PAGE
SUBJ! ROM MICROCODE DATES 10991075

FROMS GORDON BELL
EX? 2236
MSt ML12/A5$

TOs FILE
xx #

* * * * * * * * * * w * * *

Syub}s INCREASING SIZE OF ROM MICROCODE ON PDP#i1*S VERSUS TIME

Tot Distribution F/U 18/10

It's clear we've really Cin retrospect) missed opportunities
to easily midelite kick al! our precessors as bipolar ROMS have
gone from 1K to 2K, Now when they go to 4K (1 to 2 years) can we
easily retrofit, to get double the microcode in the same board
space without retooling, etc?
Lloyd Dickman {8 putting the VAX string stuff im 11/03, Are these
eandidates for 45, and 72 (whieh dom't yet heave the mew 2K ROMS)?

Are there other operations to help these machines now?

Should we conscientiously plan this on new designs,.,it's onliv an extra
bit im micro PC?

Please comment,

GBemif

Distribution
Bob Armstrong
Jege Arulpragasam
Diek Clayton
Ed Core])Bill Demmer
Lioyd Dickman
Duame Dickhut
Len Hughes
Chuck Kaman
Bob Kirk
Jim OfLoughiin
Steve Rothman
Al Ryder
Beb Stewart
Tom Stockebrand
Steve Teicher
Mike Tomesic



dlif
TO:

SUBJ:

OPERATIONS COMMITTEE DATE: September 22, 1975

FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 poc: MLI2/A51

1BM 5100

Attached are the handouts submitted for the Operations Committee
meeting today regarding the above subject.

GB:mjk

C1786
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
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GB
9/22/75

IBM 5100 DEC

Price < Does it matter?

Package Portable; a bit big to move. Movable in small area.
Too big to move if programming Can't be moved by programmers
(i.e. extra tape, printer). Small floppy makes = possible in>2 years.

Service 2 - Possibility exists for "'user'' replacement of
modules.

Desk- top Still big. VT5X is big; LA36 is fine. Modular or smaller
size CRT would get us a lot.

CRT Small = Good sized.
graphics No upper case? - Could help us vis a vis word processing.- VT57 would give plotting- Clarke's is extensive

Hard copy Printer Copier + printer
60# = Bigger for printer

Keyboard Overlays may help

Processor + ? = PpP-11
Per formance (Could be a very fast l6-bitter, i.e.,6 (enhancements for F.P. + strings would help)micro-s/l6-bits discussed

COMM 2741 - We have more--not clear about support.
interface This could give a way to other i/o

Other i/o Not announced. Clearly not needed. We have lots.

Processor ? Interrupts permit real time i/o and;
features ? multiprogramming (for multi-terminals)

Primary Mem.

ROM =65K bytes? This could give us trouble!
RAM Up to 65K bytes (in 2K chips) 65K bytes

Secondary Mem. Tape Floppy
Slow--90 sec. worst case.

e*Showing high productivity
Enables Virtual Memory (potentially)

We could get a user throughput of > 10720%
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APL yes (cLAIMsS 4x
OVER COBOL FOR BUS,

UP ? AT OMSI

BASIC YES NOT CLEAR HOW OURS STACKS
UP? LIBRARY

COBOL -- COULD PROBABLY GET

(COBOL) TAKE TO IT?

IT?

EDITOR. ?

FOCAL < GOOD APPLICATION LIBRARY

FORTRAN WORLD'S SECOND MOST POPULAR
LANGUAGE,

MACRO YES...BUT FOR WHAT CLASS OF
APPLICATIONS

PASCAL YES--COULD GET

YES

AS A 2741 WE COULD
TERMINAL

DIBOL YES--HOW WELL DO THE 90%
OF THE WORLD S) PROGRAMMER s

MINI-COBOL -- ARE GETTING. DO WE WANT

RPG

GB
9/22/75



HUMAN INTERFACE SMALL CRT, REGULAR TYPEWRITTEN COMMANDS WILL

KEYBOARD WITH SPEC.I BEAT IBM APPROACH,PROBABLY

FUNCTIONS FLOPPY HELPS RESPONSE A

GREAT DEAL!

MANUALS HAVE NONE FOR NOVICE,

POTENTIAL GREAT} BUT SOME- PORTABLE AND APPLICATIONS

APPLICATIONS WHAT LIMITED

BY TAPE AND <
POSSIBLE LACK C
OF LOWER CASE,

APL WILL RAISE

LEVEL OF

COMPUTING

? <( REAL TIME MULTIPROGRAMMING,

? MULTI-TERMINAL

KEYPUNCH REPLACE av

WE

GB
9/22/75



IBM 5100 RESPONSE 19 Sept 147

: System {x RTH C1793

1. System Startup
A. Operation quer T

@ Thumbwheel selection of language or root system or application program
on media, i.e.,

BASIC
Ag. 1

dibor (a9)
Fam

w Foca (7)
SYsrem

Depress BOOTSTRAP

@ Selection sets bits on bus accessible to bootstrap which loads requested
module (or error halt)

e Machine now set to environment selected

@ ? Allow chaining to another environment, or require re-boot? may allow
some options depending on floppy space and/or other configuration parameters.

e ? Automatic setting of keyboard interpreter to language/system selected?
(i.e., APL keyboard, function keys?)

B. Cost/Schedule

e Should be fairly trivial, straightforward modifications (S/W guess on
H/W); 1 month

2. User Command Language

A. Description
Current RT-11 unacceptable
Need English language, straightforward set
Could be function keys, or keyboard entry
Might permit access to RT-11 if user-selected at bootstrap
Key point - no new knowledge required to understand commands

Proposed set:

COPY to B CATALOG floppy
Floppy 1 to Floppy 2 INITIALIZE floppy

LIST file ON screen

RUN file
DELETE file
MAKE file printer
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e Editing performed within language processor and/or separate editor
program (thumbwheel select?)

B. Cost/Schedule

@ Currently planned RT-11 development (44K) to support ICLS subset targetedfor summer 1976 release; could bootstrap off that effort; 3-6 months.

3. File Structure

A. Description
@ RT-11: contiguous, for fast access; other organizations not necessary

due to lack of large on-line storage capacity.
@ File allocation mechanisms might be altered slightly to lessen load on

novice user; system overrides provided for more sophisticated type.
B. Cost/Schedule

@ Trivial; 1 month.

4. Error Diagnosis/Reporting
A. Description

@ Must be English language messages (possible message + number to look up).
e Fixed reaction to H/W - system errors anticipated (e.g., power fail, memory

parity, unreadable block on floppy).
e Possible "on-line diagnostics" as part of system floppy - automatically

loaded and run at bootstrap (or optional), or loaded and run in response
to error.

B. Cost/Schedule

@ Smal] ® significant depending on capability selected; may have payoff
in support cost control; 1-6 months.

5. Root Operating System

A. Description

e RT-11 Single Job with additional interfaces to avoid user access to system
capabilities (or perhaps available on direct request).

@ More/different system functions resident (depending on memory available)
to provide correct performance mix (see below).

e Prefer rewritten, new root 0/S with "zero-defect" goal-achievable due
to reduced complexity/functionality.

e Eventual goal of ROM-ing, and optioning subset functionality.

' Integrated communications? with RT~11 F/B?
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B. Cost/Schedule

e Trivial-- 1 man year for new product; 1-12 months

Languages

A. BASIC

@ Use BASIC/RT-11 (or "common kernel" with 0/S interface) need to specialize
to configuration, revise error messages.

@ BASIC/RT-11 - incremental compiler with "desk calculator" mode; has
optional string capability (need 16K); supports CALL, overlays,

Proposed "ROM BASIC" would provide table-driven interpreter with
extendabi lity via

Base lanterns

e Used for "immediate mode" and program development.

e Cost/Schedule: Smal1*""> 1-2 man years; 2-16 months.

B. FORTRAN

e Use F4/RT-11.

@ F4/RT-11: runs on 8K (16K for string handling subroutines); produces

chainin
tek)sequential

and virtual memory files; supports display pro-
cessor

s

BASIC

Cont Rot /

object code directly (threaded - going to in-line integer summer 1976);
supports display processor (16K); math and statistical library of functions
available.

Need to specialize to configuration and revise error messages.

Cost/Schedule: Small; 1-2 months

Used for program development.

C. FOCAL ( gxhywoine barr bib

e Use FOCAL/RT-11.

FOCAL/RT-11: based on FOCAL/PTS with support of RT-11 file structure;
double precision (16K),
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@ Need to specialize to configuration and revise error messages.
e Used for: "immediate mode" and some program development.
@ Cost/Schedule: Small; 1-2 months

BOLDIBOL How te prick -0 A
From COS-350 system.

@ Need to separate language processor from system, and review COS-350text editor, sort/merge, linker, PIP, librarian, and FILEX in context ofalternative 0/S functions; may want to lift entire system and reviewuser interface for possible modification at this level; also restrict F/Bcapability, multi-user capability?
e Used for program development.
@ Cost/Schedule: Small--y?; 2-? months.

E. APL

@ From OMSI (OEM/LDP/ECP/EPG buy-out).
@ OMSI/RT-11: will support APL as well as standard keyboard; DECsystem-10

compatible; double precision; memory overhead and implementation techniques
unknown; EIS/FIS might be good --» very desirable-required (?).

@ Used for: primarily interactive (due to power of language) with some
limited program development.

e Cost/Schedule: probably small (runs under RT-11); 1/1/76 RT-11 version
available to DEC.

F. Mini-COBOL

e Not needed if DIBOL?
@ Necessary for Federal Government?

G. RPG

e Desirable due to large user community of experience.

e Parameterized execution of fixed program cycle fits system concept nicely.
@ Would provide super competitor to very smal] System/3 and 360/20 systems.

@ Why didn't IBM provide? Too much impact on installed base? Will it
be coming soon?

e Used for: program execution (& program development)

@ Cost/Schedule: unknown
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H. PASCAL, PL1, ALGOL, etc.

@ Too limited to justify investment? Handle via DECUS?

7. Utilities
A. SORT/MERGE

e Useful in commercial environment, but RT-11 file structure and lack of
large capacity on-line storage minimizes.

B. Editor

@ BASIC, APL, FOCAL , RPG - no (part of language processor); other languages
require one; might separate system products around this sort of function.

C. FILEX/PIP

@ May need some capability for floppy media interchange among systems from
other vendors (and other-than RT-11 DEC systems)

D. Linker

Only for versions of this product sold to computer-familiar customers;
too much new knowledge for new users.

E. Librarian

e Not for this product.

F. On-line Debugging

@ May need some capability in selected products (i.e., only for certain
languages).

G. System Patching

e Not for end user, only by DEC persons (on service call)? tied to
Support questions.

H. Prompting/"Help" Files
e Desirable-necessary; also depends on documentation available.

8. Documentation

A. Description

language-specific; potential costlyLangu
in stment.
System Managers Guide: high level, for multi-purpose system; also

re) Self-study, Programmed
System internals for software support and sophisticated usersproduct promotion

TextInstruction

oo
\ We. Cost/Schedule: varies.

TVA tape
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Performance Parameters

A. APL, BASIC, FOCAL - must "feel" fast; perhaps micro-code extensions or EIS/FIS
to achieve (or offer 2 versions - one normal, one speed-up).

B. Program development - lengthened compile times acceptable (not frequent
operation); lengthened link times acceptable; editing should "feel" responsive
and quick for sections of program displayed, but longer access times to
source segments OK.

C. Program loading - lengthened load times OK; run-time execution is the
measure.

D. File access - floppy access times acceptable for the anticipated file
sizes.

E. System startup - from system integrity point-of-view, would prefer mini-
diagnostic test before finishing boot, but time to load system and initiate
activity may be important (IBM probably "instantaneous").

F. Memory usage - will vary with language used, but probably aim for larger
system overheads to increase responsiveness; user programs may displace
much, if notall of basic system, retaining only sequencing, chaining,
and re-start type functions; memory context will probably change more
completely than in typical RT-11 single job systems; ROM-potential needs
looking at (fixed-purpose machines?).



From: Peter Christy
9/19/75

Sub]? IBM 5108 Response Applications Package A799enene SHHT

Motivations

This study is motivated by the IBM introduction 9f the Model
5100 desktop computer, The primary motivation for this product
may be marketplace penetration == making sure that the firat
computer in a shop {8 an IBM computer, thus making further
selling much easier, This would indicate that IBM recognizes
substantial growth im the low to mid range computer markets in
the future, Whereas the S120 dees mot seem to represent
dangerous competition per se, if the marketing strateay of "first
entry" is coprect, IBM could be seriously impacting our future
selling situations, which {8 eae ree) problem,

If we are to meet this challenge head on we need primarily
to develop reasonable packaged Problem Solver products w= the
major thrust of this section and to develop marketing and
selling techniques suitable to this marketplace, Our hardware
components are competitive (e,0, RX@le=11/23e"VT52), Amy minor
differences in the human usability of the RT=based syStem versus
the 5198 are not highly significant because the vast Najority of
the use of such e product wil) be problem solution and not
pragram generation, A product based on floppy disk rather than
tape will permit verbose CRT dielogue during problem sejution,
and this {8 perhaps the optimal) human interface,

Problem Solving versus Process Implementation
SESERF BETTERH SHHSHTSH SH

In terms of understanding a response to the 5172 it is
useful to think of the 5100 and System/32 as representing entries
into two areas of lowvend computing with very different
requirements, The System /32 represents competition directly
against the traditiona) minicomputer, The /32 18 used to support
business activity and {8 programmed to conform to the particular
needs of the customer, Digital has chosen to stay out ef the
ree] endeuser market here, since this market {8 characterized by
an extensive service relationship which we are not Yet ready to
address, IBM has chosen to support the end-user market and does
this by producing generic application packages for very specific
market areas, The applications represent extensive planning and
pesearch into the given market,

The 5100 represents en entry into a quite different market
characterized by problem solving, This market is certainiy
better established than the /32 market, and {8 characterized by
less expensive solution of the traditiona) computational problems

Solver market s quite familiar with calculation end Knows the
problem area in detai), whereas the /32 customer may be terrified
by computers and actually quite ignorant of the problem ares

engineering calculations, numerical analysis, ete The
markets are very different because the end user in the Problem
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C1800having lefe much of { to an accountant traditional
Therefore whereas the endsvser 432 market
characterized by a service relationship, the 5128 type of market
can be sold on a Jow sales cost, low service basis by providingcomplete solutions to the traditional Problem Solving areas,This kind of product is what this discussion addresses, not the
(32 type of product,

Complete Produet Offerings;
See RF

Having a complete produet offering may be a eritice) part of
selling computer systema into this loweend market, BY @ complete
product offering we mean to suggest a complex
caleulator/minicomputer and an application package sultable for e
given market segment == BioStat, Statistics, Electrica)
Engineering, Fiseal, Mathematical, ete,

A complete product would include the machine, very easy to
use complete application programs, documentation of program
operation and basic (ntroduction te the problem area 'neluding
erosssreference to standard texts and Presentations, The
marketplece significance of complete product offerings ia the
ability of a gemeral salesman being able to sell into, for
example, an engineering firm either by a brochure detailing the
Programs available, or at jeast by a demonstration pefiod during
which the prospect {8 given access to the machine and standard
application materials, The key poimt is not requiring detailed
understanding of eustomer operations or extensive customer
education as part of the selling effort, The product should sel}
itself and the customer should be able to teach himsel? the use
of the product with essentially no sales time or cost,

Pradvet Relationships and Customer Migrations

This
this e deadwend kind of product in many ways, The Ureetest
customer "migration" will be due to the Digital sales and service
contact and the neture| desire for the customer te continue on
this friendly and fruitful relationship when he wants to expand
his vse of computers, The fact that the average entryelevel
customer wil) want te imerease his use ef computers can be taken
for granted, since computer technology clearly hes substantial
peice/performance improvement left for the next decade, But
beginning from a 5120 type of prodvet, it 8 likely that the
growth im computing will net be a simple, continuous Process,

facinating problem, It 18 reasonable to consider

The 5192 type of product has substantial bounds of
usability, For example, if such a product is being used for
statistics the pain and agony of entering mountains of data will
be a very real Jimitat{on, If we assume that many of these
machines will be sold into offices or labs or organizations that
have bigger computers, then the calculator solution must be more
convenient than the big machine solution, The orfentation should
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be on suitably smal! problems fer which large scale date entry is
mot a major problem, In the case of statistical analysis this
WOUld inelude problems with a reasonably small sample space for
which the problem was functional interpolation, but mot the
formation of statistics on large data sets, Ideal examples ofsuiteble problems are peasonably complex funetional calculationfor which basic parameters are (mput and the result ealeuleted(filter design in eleetronics 4s a good example),

A Plan of Attacks

Competing in this arena has two major components, assumingfor the moment that our hardware offering sufficess (1) ereating
@ suiteble product (2) understanding and implementing the
marketing and selling of the product, The remainder of this
discussion addesses only the first component,

The Product Concepts
The preduet consists of four partss
1, The Hardware System

2, Am Operating System/HighwLevel Language
Softwareesupported Execution Environment

3, "Problem Solver" Application Packages (written in the
HLL of the execution environment)

4, Documentation Coroduet, marketing and sales Support)

The execution environment could be very like the ysersenvi ronment
of todeys RT systems,

Step Ones Target a HalfeDozen Product Packages

Since all of the major advanced calculator products have
chosen packages with a great deal of commonality, the easiest
method {8 te take the obvious intersection of these offerings,
This would ineludes

1. Elementary Statistics
2, BloSeatisties
3, Elementary Mathematics

4, Advanced Mathematics

S, Business and Financia!)

The detailed composition of these packages could be easily
determined from sales literature for the IBM 51@0, HP9830, HPe65
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and Wang calculators,
Step Twot Develop the Product Packages

aae Renew eaqg

Each package has two components;

1, The subject programs

2, The documentation

The programs should be easy to construct since all of the
algorithms are wel! known, documented and understood, Althoughit might be possible to utilize existing library versions of
these programs, (t is unifkely that these would be adéquate basic
peducts, It will be important that the functioning and
construction of each basic product be carefully veritied by
Digital specialists before we present it to the customer, and it
18 important that the human interface to the programs be both
meade uniform and made professtena} (for example, existing
Programs tend to have eryptie, nasty of obscene diagncatic
messages),

The pregrams should be constructed such that the actua)
computation is partitioned from the interactive contral of the
Problem Solver, That is, to many customers the produet would be
vsed a8 a Digital) provided Problem Solver: the computer would be
Powered on, the customer would enter RUN GAUSS, and the
Digiteleprovided Guassian Statistics Problem Solver program would
lead the customer they @ specification dialcaue and then solve
the given problem,

However, 4 the calculation subroutines are neatly
partitioned from the interactive contro) segment, and { the
subroutines are written such that addition of code to utilize the
subroutines is a well=defined problem (seme BASIC i*plementations
Pose serious naming problems among shared subroutines) then some
customers wil] use the provided subroutines and add eustomi zed
cajculetions ar interactions,

The documentation for each Problem Solver predvct would
consist of the following portionss

1, Introduetion and Cross-Reference

2, Explanation of Use

3, Brief Deseription of Calculation Used

4, Listing of Program
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The introdyetion and crossereference would introduce the
problem area briefly (one page) and would reference standard text
materiel giving further discussion of the subject matter,

The explanation of use would relate the standard terminology
in the problem area to the terminology and use of the Problem
Solver program, and mote any major limitations or exceptions to
the operation of the program,

The brief description of the calcuation used would be a
coneise summary of the numerical] techniques used, with an
emphasis on known Jimitations or optimizations of the method (for
example, consider integration methods),

The listing of the program would be for the customer who
intended to modify the program, or was Just curious, With a
printer option the program could be listed by the comeuter in the
OS facilities, In the manuel it could either be pres@nted in a
highly redveed format (like the CACM algorithms perhars) of be
included as a microfiche presentation in an endepocket of the
manuals

The Existing DECUS Librariess

The existing libraries should be # marketable (tem, The
HPe6S user's |ibrary (8 a simple example, HP offers & library
subscription (for a fee) which buys an updated eatalod of
offerings, and then for a further fee HP sells copies of the
library item, The documentation method is atraight reproduetion
of documentation on an HP created standard form, Supcosed|y HP

requires that library offerings conform to some degree of
documentation standization, In any case, our experience with
DECUS should be convertible to a very attractive adjunet to the
basic product,

Marketing the Products
FHS

Although the subject {8 not addressed here, it (8 clear that
the marketing of such products is an integral part of the
problem, It (8 an area for which there {sa not an obvieus model
of success within Digital, If one can extrapolate from the HP

experience, it would seem that techniques like directed mass
mailings may be an important part of product success, A detailed
marketing plan should certainiy be fn plece at the time that
serious product development {8 begun.



ibm ANDY STOCKY CLARKECLASSIC
@ DEFINITION PORTABLE DESK 2 BOXES 2 BOXES PORTABLE

SINGLE USER SINGLE USER
@

(2)75 LBS. (2)75 LBS. @
e A

SIZE 5" i2" To" {2" T2"
CHARACTERS 64/32 80 80 80 80
LINES 16 12 24 24 24
IWV. VIDEO YES NO NO NO YES
MONITOR JACK YES NO NO NO YES
GRAPHICS NOU NO NO NO OPTIONAL

ASSUMPTIONS FOR MFG, COST FY'77 : 12K BOARD, 1N HOUSE FLOPPY, 10K BASE SYSTEM TOWN CLARKE 9-19-75

@

e
e
®

FUNCTLONS CMND. MODE NO 10 OPTIONAL
@

BULK STORAGE
TYPE CARTRIDGE FLOPPY FLOPPY FLOPPY FLOPPY

READ/WRITE 28507950 CPS 125071250 125071250 -125071250 125071250

® 1/0 HARD COPY 6 OMNIBUS > BUS 3 Q BUS 3 BUS
r CARTRIDGE OPTIONS DOUBLES DOUBLES QUADS

@ PROCESSOR INVISIBLE BA LSI-11 LS1-11e
@ MEMORY.

BYTES
ROM YES YES YES YES
CORE 32K WORDS YES NO YES

@ PROGRAMMING

USER USER USER TSER USER

@ @ DELIVERY NOW 5775 2776 6776 T2776

DEVELOPMENT COST DONE 80K TIVTBUKe (2)130K FY'77 450K

2)1103 + FLUPPY (2)FLOPPY COMPUTER

30 48 30 (1) 14 X21 X 28 (1) 14 X 21 x 28 16 x 22 X 218X17.5 X24

WEIGHT 50 LBS. 350 LBS, (1350 LBS. (1)50 LBs. 60 LBS.

@ KEYBOARD
TYPEWRITER YES YES YES YESYES
OTHER NUM/APL NUMERIC NUMERIC NUMERIC NUMERIC
CURSOR CTRL YES YES YES YES

NO
REMOTABLE

BYTES 204K
SPEED 40 IPS 400 MS ACCESS 400 MS ACCESS 400 MS ACCESS 400 MS ACCESS

RAM 1o TO 64K 8 TO 56K 8 TO 56K8 TO 56K

MACHINE7CODE NO YES YES YES YES
HER

Jo w

(2)$1716 (2)$785
FY



{

DEFINITION VT52+LS11 1

a WEIGHT 50 LBS 50 LBS

UPPER/LOWER YRS YES

FIELDS PROTECTED PROTECTED

e e
TYPEWRITER YES YES

EXTRA FUNCTIONS YES YES

@ @ MEMORY 2 K K @

DEVELOPMENT FOST ZOUKQTR, FY'76 S180 K
IN BUDGETe @

e @

e ®

e @

SHART TREMINAL INTELLIGENT
USER PROGRAMMABLELING FEATURESEDI
PORTABLE

SIZE 14 X 21 X 28 14 21 X 28

DISPLAY
12 "12

CHARACTERS 80 80
LINes 24 24

INVERTED VIDEQ YES NO
DATA ONE SCREEN FIVE SCREENS

KEYBOARD

YES YESNUMERIC PAD
CURSOR CUNTROL YES YES

56

o PROGRAMMING TT SOF

$1200MFG. COST $850
@

oe DELIVERY 2710 6/76

PROTOCOL
HOST MOD. NEEDED YES NO
ARPA NET. COMPATI3LE NO YES
USER PRUGRAMMARLE NO S
DOCMP COMPATIBLE YES YES
SPLIT SCREEN



DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE
SUBJ: FIBER OPTICS DATES 1d=1°75

FROM8 GORDON
Ex:
MS? MLi2e1/A51

1

Subd: FIBER OPTICS, OPTICAL ISOLATORS AND US

Tos: Distribution
There were at least 4 mentions of Fiber Optics, ete, in Electron {CS,
September 18, 1975; and it was not a special issue on the
subject, My View is that if Electronics, or another of the
popular trade press Knows about something, then it's not
very long till we see a rash of products (e.9, IBM and HP),
Even the low risk components cause a Problem (e.q,
low power Senottky TTL),

BELL
2236

%* * **+
TO: FILE

* +* ** * *++

although we seem to have a strong unwritten policy to wait
for competitors to produce with a new
teennology before we look at it, this may be worth bending
the policy,
I'd like your comment on the following:
Do you believe this is our development poliCy?esesscemuneae

Should Lt be?-
Is this an idea worth looking at for our computers?esesssas
How does it rank with some of the work done in your own group
in LmportanCe7

Who's responsible to watch, recommend and/or initiate work
in this area?

Eng, Committeees, Eng, Mars,e*, Engineersee,
Operations Committeeos, Office of Developmentes,
VP of Enaineeringes, Consulting Enqineers==,
individual groups that might use tt=*, Research Groupes,
component suppliers==, components engineeringe=,
Chief Enaineeres, otheres=,

Should we have a group who does nothing other than look at
new technology such that it can be applied when mature?

ee qgesee tea



OPTICALLY C Although the technology of optically coupled isola
COUPLED tors is only four or five years old these devices have

ness slowdown, worldwide coupler sales are expected
to continue their increase and reach $20 million to $25
million. In 1976, manufacturers are anticipating a boom

ISOLATORS electronics market. This year despite the general busi-
captured a major segment of the semiconductor opto

Transfer ratios, to top off at $30 milion to $35 million despite contin

pler sales should continue to grow ata healthy
total cou-

rate of
uing reductions in unit prices What's more

data 20% to 30% a year for the next two to three years
volt

ume markets Suc asdata rocessin , telecommunica;

are improving They are being used as interface devices on data line&.
between logic circuitry and peripheral equipment, as

t ns, industria rocess control and solid-state relays,

a devices on telephone lines, as ground-ioop-

tween different types of logic, as transmitting devices in

lure dESIQMELS
mmunications and as sensing devices in tele

market f
electronics and other types of

is analog signal isolation for appli
by Lucinda Matter cations likec8 Editor

analog signatprocessin and measur m



cation because of its field-effect-transistor input, full
voltage output swing, and low cost.
Programable current ranges are obtained by inserting

one or more CD4051 C-MOSs analog multiplexers in
series with resistors of selected values, as shown in Fig.
2. The CD4051 multiplexer has internal level-shift cir-
'cuitry to accommodate different logic families.

For the higher current ranges (Rour less than 10
kilohms), it may be necessary to take the on resistance
of the switches into account by adjusting the combined
resistance of the switch and resistor to yield accurate
currents. If Vin is less than +0.5 Vv, the op-amp input-

a

#Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit originaland unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thor-
oughly the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $50 for each item published.

Graphic symbols clarified
A number of readers were apparently confused by the gates
section of two-state logic devices in the "Graphic Symbols
for Electronics Diagrams,"' April 3, 1975, To clear up this
confusion, the gates section has been modified and repro-
duced here. It can be clipped out and placed over the origi-

AND gate, dual input

AND gate,
multiple input

NAND gate,
dual input

AND inverter gate,
negated inputs+

OR gate, dual inputC-MOS/bipolar P amp is especially swited for this appli

& 1

OR gate,
multiple input

21

. Offset voltages should be nulled. O
NOR gate,
dual input

& 21

OR nverter gate,
negated inputse :



CLASSiC MOY CLARKESTOCKY

(2)1103 + FLUPPY (2) FLOPPY CUNPUTER

PORTAISLE DESK 2 BOXES 2 HUKES PORTABLE
SINGLE USER SINGLE USER (1)VT52

SIZE 8X17.5 X24 30 X 48 X 30 (1)14 X21 X 28 (1)14 X 21 X 28 16 X 22 X 21
(291 xk T9 4 17 T2 19

@ wEIGHE 50 LBS. 350 LBS. C1750 LAS. C150 LSS. 60 DBS.
(2)75 LBS. (2)75 LBS.

LINES T6 T2 24 24 z4

GRAPHICS NO nO NO NO OPTIONAL

OTHER. NUM/APL NUMERIC NUMERIC NUMERIC NUMERIC
CURSOR CTRL YES Yes YES YES YES
FUNCTLONS CuND, MODE KO Nu NO OPTIONAL

K STORAGE
TYPE CARTRLIOGE FLOPPY FLOPPY FLUPPY FLOPPY
EYTES 204K 512K $12K BL2K
SPEED 40 IPS 400 MS ACCESS 400 MS ACCESS 400 MS ACCESS 400 MS ACCESS
READ/WRITE 28507950 CPS 1250/1250 125071250 T25071250° 125071250

® {70 RARD COPY 6 OMNIBUS > 0 BUS 3 0 BUS J @ BUS
CARTRIDGE OPTIONS DOUBLES DOUBLES QUADS

@ PeOcessor INVISIBLE BA LSI-11 LS1-11

@ Me
Byfes
RAM lo TO 64K 8 TO 56K 8 TO 56K 8 TO 56K
ROM YES YES YES YES
CGRE 32K WORDS YES NO YES

e PROGRAMMING

MACHINE CODE NO YES YES YES YES
AYGRER LEVEL BASIC7APL SOFTWARE Tl SOFTWARE Yl SUFTWARE Tl SUFTWARE

: USER USER USER SER USER

(2)s1716 (2)$785
Fy'77 $3200 $2296 SZ100

@ OFULIVERY NOW 5775 2716 6776 Terre

@ DEVELOPMENT TOST DONE CITTBOK FY' T6TSOR
(2)130K FY'77 450K

€2)2

SPLA
ff a

CHARACTERS 64/32 80 80 80 30

Inv. VIDEO YES NO NO NO YES
MORITOR JACK YES NO NU NO YES

KEYROARD
TyPLARITER Yes Yes YES

M

ASSUMPTIONS FOR MFG, COST FY'77 t= 12K B0ARD, 1N HOUSE FLOPPY, 16K BASE SYSTEM TOWN CLARKE



eo ORF INT ETON VTS74+LS111

PEATURES USER PRUGRA4ABLE
PORTASLE PURTABLE

o SIZE 14 X 2t X 28 14 X 21 X 28

a hGHYT 50 LBS 50 LBS

» DISPLAY
SlZe 12" {2 "
CHARACTERS 30 80
LINES 24 24

YES YES
IveRPeo VLOEG YES NU
DATA ONE SCREEN FIVE SCREENS
FLRLUS PROTECTED PROTECTED

KEYR VARI
Tyeere k Per Yes

CURSOR COHTROL YES YES
PALRA FUNCTIONS YES YES

@ MEMORY 2 « K

YES
or PAD Yes

YNTOUE SOFTGARE
MICRUCODE

cost $385C $1200

IN sUDGET

8K BYTES

e DELIVERY 6776

S180 K

a VEit ADO. qERDED YES NG
ARPA NET. COMPATIBLE YES
USER PRIGRAYAVRCE No YES

TISPAT IBLE YES YES
SPLIT SCRZCN NO

~~

TOA
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October 2, 1975
~

4
: :

D. J. Horton
Trans-Canada Telephone System
P.O. Box 365
Station A
Ottawa, Canada Kln 8v3

Dear Mr. Horton:

Thank you for the invitation to Ken Olsen to submit a paper to Hccc-76.
We have several activities in computer communications: DECNET--methods
for interconnecting our computers; and the Communication Product Line,
which markets computers for communication.

have sent a copy of the call to Nat Teichholtz, heading the network.
activity, and to Julius Marcus, Vice President of the Data Communication

aaProduct Line. !'m sure if they have any new to EU PUI Ls,
eb

:

respond.

Clearly people from here will attend, if you get the kind of papers
you're soliciting. Good luck on the conference.

Sincerely,

Gordon Be h
Vice President, Engineering

GB:mjf

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS 01754DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 146 MAIN STREET,
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Conference Governor
D. J. Horton
Trans-Canada
Telephone System

Conference Chairman
Kenneth B. Harris
Trans-Canada
Telephone System

Program
Dr. Pramode K. Verma
Trans-Canada
Telephone System

Local Arrangements
G. J. Allen
Sperry-Univac

Publications
Robert M. Elliot
Alphatext Limited

Finance
Claude Lemieux
Trans-Canada
Telephone System

Social Activities
Ruth Anne Murphy

Publicity
Charles H. Rust
IBM Canada Limited

ADVANCEMENT THROUGH RESOURCE SHARING
SEP16 1975

p.0.box 365third international
conference on computer yw station a

ottawa.canada

September 10, 1975

Mr. K. Olsen,
President,
Digital Equipment Corp.,
146 Main St.,
Maynard, Mass, 01754

Dear Mr. Olsen:

As Conference Governor of ICCC-76, to be held in Toronto
August 3-6, 1976, it is my pleasure to enclose a copy of
the first publicity action on this conference, namely the
Call for Papers.

The document covers the intent of the conference, but there
are a couple of points I would like to emphasize.

that many people will take the opportunity to visit Canada

1) A major objective of ICCC-76 is to have a truly
international conference, which is one reason it is being
held in the week following the Olympic Games. We hope

for the Games and will travel to Toronto (one hour by
plane, five hours by train from Montreal) for the conference.

1000 delegates and we believe that the most important
objective is that the conference should be an opportunity
for people at the decision making level in all facets of

computer communications to get together.

As you are aware, there is now a proliferation of such
conferences, and, since it is impossible to attend them
all, many have become less successful in recent years.

We would like to ensure that ICCC-76, and future ICCC
conferences, will become a biennial opportunity for reunion.

TO BE HELD IN TORONTO 3-6 AUGUST 1976 AT THE ROYAL YORK HOTEL

kin 8v3communication

We hope to have a relatively senior representation at this
conference. We are aiming at an attendance of about
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3) A major objective for this conference is that it should
be multi-disciplinary, Much attention has been given

some of the social effects of computer communications

implications of electronic fund transfer is another area
that will undoubtedly gain much attention.

over the last few years to technical aspects of computer
communications, Conferences on the social aspects
have tended to be held quite separately. We want to see

highlighted at ICCC-76, While we will be particularly Nfocussing on the fields of medicine and law, the social

As a senior official of an important organization in the Computer
Communications field, your help would be valuable to us in
ensuring that we have the best possible conference and I would
particularly welcome any thoughts or ideas you or your people
might have.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours very sincerely,

Encl.

. T howe
ow Note 7

Gow



Field trials begin soon for two types of fiber- ptic telephone links the British

phone network. The fiber-optics must also prove to be more economica

optical transmission in smal1 spaces, but is it here yet? See for your-
self the National Technical Information Service has compiled a bibli-

plications through May 1975. The 147 abstracts include studies on dis-
play systems, communications and TV equipment, transmission lines,

grated optical circuits. The report, entitled "Fiber Optics," is available

formation Service, 5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, Va. 22161. Ask for
NTIS/PS-75/420. -Laurence Altman

"Res can be used
f

uf
i-2

?®
@

6@
8

@

SUBJ: FIBER OPTICS
BPO to test fiber-optic telephone transmission id $3

Post Office has developed and successfully tested in the laboratory How

OtHer commentS ever much development and engineering work is still needed to ensure the

links' reliability and maintainability before they become part of the tele

GBimif than conventional coaxial cable
Attachment A system intended for medium-length hops operates at 8.48 megabits per

Mb/s
second and a system for long distance trunks operates at 139.264

Distribution which, for convenience, Is rounded off to 140 Mb/s Both systems are com

diode to convert the light to electrical nals, and the associated amplifierposed of the light source, coupler, optical fiber, another coupler,
the photo

Engineering Managers crewable cou-and processing circuitry To minimize transmission losses at the critical

Consulting Engineers connecting points the BPO researchers have designed as

Enqinee inq Committee pler using aspheric optical plastic lenses ta eyt down distortion The cou

Research Group pler actually IS two half couplers, each with lenses 5 and illimeters in

diameter that screw together for a precise fit.

Where fiber optics Sure, fiber optics is a coming technology, ffering low-loss wideband

ography of Government-sponsored work on fiber-optic materials and ap-

imaging devices, recording systems, measuring instruments, and inte

in either hard copy or microfiche for $25 from National Technical In

114 Electronics/September 18, 1 975

aber". wiihw

Bell plans test Fiber-optc telephone transmission will move closer to reality at the

The transmission medium will be cables containing a large number
of fibers, from both Bell and Corning, with a single fiber per channel of

could be taken out of manholes and placed in central offices. And
though Bell won't comment, it is believed to have ready for production

44
of fiber-optic end of the year when Bell Laboratories starts a field trial of a systemnear Atlan Significantly, production-type equipment will be used in a

phone system real operating environment.

information Also significant will be the Tepeater spacing: five to six

+ 4

miles rather than the easily attainable two or three, meaning repeaters

an advanced repeater with a "quick-connect" design.

4

4
j as GTE At about the same time that Bell conducts its tests, GTE Corp., the na

sets field trials tion's No. 2 telephone company, will start a field trial of its own "practical" fiber-optic system The test will take place, using existing links, at

tq
of optical trunks perating GTE facility, probably on the West Coast Thus, the sys-

tem, which will use an electronic/optical interface
first big step toward replacing T-carrier interoffice trunking with the
much higher capacity fiber-optic system.
According to E. Bryan Carne, director of electronic technology at

GTE Labs, the fibers used in the trial will have a loss of 5 decibels perkilometer so thatswps.0f.1>,000.feet between repeaters are possible. By

appears to be the

comparison, aie spaced every 6,000 ft



ITA INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE 1

EX! 2236

TOs SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT MANAGERS ee

SUBJ SOFTWARE PRODUCT MODELS DATE? 19092075
FROM! GORDON BELL

M88 MLi2/AS$i
* *@.

* *

subd: PROPER NAMES FOR SOFTWARE PRODUCT MODELS AND REVISIONS0 THEM

Toe Distribution F/U 10/12

In listening to several and the field hassle we create
through revisions to software products, and ehanges in policy,it became clear to me why this occurs?

1, We build wnat are fundamentally different sotware product

different names that are apparent to us and our users,
models by adding new user features and do nat give them

@ 2, We do not clearly distinguish between ECO's and new
features revisions, All are versions, and through these
can be deduced, they are not advertised as such,

This leads tos

@ 1, A feeling that s'broduct will goon, be added to, and last
forever without any bound,

@ 2. No way to clearly talk about whieh version various systems
will run on,

@ 3, No way to ever change a policy, since our literature is
not time (deatn) dated, As a result, our customers really
don't Know what's going on, can't distinguish among models
and ECO's, ete,

4, Potentially explosive situation contractually when we do

more features (and larger size), and end up with less
performance than initially promised, (Note, the Navy has
benchmarks on an early system, deliver later version with

actually gotten new hardware from vendor who did this,)
PROPOSED SOLUTION

@ SFPTSHR
1, A system is never called without a model numper, For

example, like processor hardware, is actually a
series Of operating systems and should always be ideneified



PAGE
@ SUBUS SOFTWARE PRODUCT MODELS DATE? 10092«75

FROM? GORDON BELL

as such, ,e. no RTeli, only the RTeil series,,.Just like
the

®

® 2, Each specifie version (not en ECO) whieh has new features
is identified by name in its literature title, or purncase
order name, and order number by its name and Model #, I

e
Would propose it could be either:
A, Roman numeral mark #°8, @40, RT@i1/1e RTOLISIV,

B, Striet model # @49, RT@1L/1, seer RTPII/4,
3, New versions would breed new literature and policies, prices,

phase out, ete, plans could be managed, ECO%s to models
would be Used as we de them now and have order #°s, @,9, RT#i1/1,2,
be used to manage our warranty policy (whatever it might be),Normally, the ECO version would not be important, but it Would

@ can we start this now and stop tne confusion of giving a single
name to what is basically a set of entities? What you think?

@

@
Distribution
SEs
Software Product Managers
00D

@ Pim
Software Managers
Dave stone

@ Dick Best
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SUB? QUTSITE DESTGNED COMPUTER
AGE

HATE? 10-04-5 &

FROM? GORDON BELL.

room bo reduce prices iio owhelb oso ae markob
oy

:17

3+ We face little deliverable COMPE mow excert
Motoroley et al will be Lnevitebls, I don't see us as
comeelilive at this level,

te: +: t

4. The 18 besinnmins to ebsora significant resources
in ensineering for LSI chirs » communications ortions

cabinets to give us a cost reduction in the
conventional systems business. This may Just take
away from other sales with lower NOR and high
endineering costs. Alternatives, I hore we can make erocducts
heretofor unavailable (ise. smaller).

we We have no ROI/FC model of this investment. It's significanty
and the Product Management/Marketing has effectively sold it
internally as @ great rroduct. I think Chore) it is too. We

1 want to believe but @ bigger with some derth7

Would hele.
GEE mat

ccs Steve Teichers Rob VanNaearden
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MICROPROCESSOR SELECTION ALTERNATIVES AND CRITERIA 9/24/75

INTEL SIGNETICS MOTOROLA FAIRCHILD

Team is new. MOS is only
$30M

Inter- We interface well there; Best technical interface. Can probably work. Poor
face and will learn from their We'll teach them program-

2year lead. They'll learn ming, testing, etc.
boxes from us.

Tech- Best and improving Process looks good-- Not clear whether they Not clear--should be OK.
nology technology. Philips could help them. have it.

Cost Lowest cost by $10. Next lowest cost (maybe OK Low chip count-~should be
phony) cheap.

Prox Best product array. We Marginal--taking some OK for now, though there OK--not really powerful enough
ducts will need their new, chance. are some problems. for other applications.

high and low end for
new products.

Support Very good. We'd have to do it. Programming poor--we'll OK
redo.

eventually compete.

Our volume is small; This could help even out They're doing BASIC to
won't affect things. Will the sides: Intel #1, compile at systems.
use our order to compete Motorola trying for #2.
against us--to the naive
customer.

Eng. LSI-11 + Comp. Eng. don't Component group be 1 ives GB negative.
negatives want them. they're backward.

Mgmt. Best managed. Not clear about Philips Real problems; groups are No joint trust too egocentric;
commitment. Team is new. spread out geographically top dog fight (rumored)

Other
#1 competitor--their costs We could do parts, tell Our order is relatively

(Market) them what to build, do small to their plan.are low enough to support
1 ower prices. support software; and will give them more credi-

enter main microprocessor bility...and they itl
narket.



01819DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE 6

SUBJ! AADS = WHO*S GOING TO INTERFACE WIT DATE 10=06°75
FROMS GORDON BELL
EX: 2236
MS 1 ML1291/A51

x x * * * * * * * ® * * * w * w * * * *
TO% FILE

r * * ** * t* * * * * * ** * * * * * *

Subjects AADS = wHO's GOING TO INTERFACE WITH THE SELECTION
COMMITTEE?

Tor Oistribution

As I hope you're aware, a group from DOD, especially NRL
(W, R, Smith and Y,S, Wu 202°767"2518) is in the process of selecting a
commercia) computer for all the services, Supposedly they will
them ask to license it,
The 11,362 DG Eclipse, Interdata, and Burroughs 86722 are the
architectures being evaluated, The 11 is fairing poorly, The
pivotal) issues: 16 vs 32 and addressing; spare opcode
spaces softwares and mijitary versions,
Prof, Dan Sieworiek, CMU (412"621"2680)) is head of
the sub-committee studying and proposing the 11, They need
help from us in answering some of the above questions,

Thete schedule?

Report from subecommittees Nov 15
Meet Dec 1

Recommendations July
Selection criteria ready Jan 1

2 or 3 machines selected Feb/March

The results of a cal] to Smith:

1, We S, WU and W, Ry Smith want to meet with us about
the patents and software licensing, They will come hepe
for a 2ehr, meeting, They'l! describe the program
and time table, It should be scheduled by either
Bob or Roy in the Washington office,

2, We need tomake a general statement about it evolution
in the future vis a bis above problem, This
can now be done in a letter to Siewortek which I can



431818
PAGE 2SUBJ! AADS = wHO*S GOING TO INTERFACE WIT DATE 10=96875

FROM? GORDON BELL

write,
3, Someone has to be the interface there and here, I

want out,
4, Theyre trying to sort out how they handle

proprietary data, given we want to say more about our
plans,

GB/ 1p

Distributions Johm Buckley, Dick Clayton, Bob Huberfield,
Maicom Johnston, Julius Marcus, Ed Schwartz,
Roy Van Dusen,



all INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: V. Bastiani, G. Saviers, and DATE: October 2, 1975

S. Wecker
FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: OOD

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12-1/A51

SUBJ: WECKER ALGORITHM

Rather than building a CRC chip, would we be better to

implement the Wecker Algorithm in ROM?
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OTGIPAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 01824
PAGE 1SUBJS C, EXPERIMENTER MARKET DATE! 16082078

FROM! GORDON BELL
EX: 2236
Mgt MUL9/AS!* * # * * # 8 HH HH FH

TO: FILE
@ @ @ @ @ & #* * 8 &

Suojs THE COMPUTER EXPERIMENTER MARKET,,.A BEGINNING OF THECOMPUTEReINeAHOME (see attached interchange)
Tos Distribution
Mark Sebern has been corresponding with a number of these
people, and there is now a club, Byte, whieh interchangesinformation,
Sinee we subsidized another L,I, high senoel student, there
hes been more than the Usual set of requests, This previoussale was OK, but there is still a problem with maintenancee=the
board mailer would solve most problems for then,
Clearly, no single PL can handle this now, although Logie
ProductS looks close, Now, if DEC goes with Heathkit, this
might be the Fight approach, The novice and experimenter (and
many otherseeI suspect) seem to wants

1, Manuals to understand (they'1] pay for these alone),
2, Low prices via catalog,,,n0 salespersons)
3, Modules where they can do es much as they have Money for,
4, Ability to tradeeoft makeovsebuy (ala Heathkit).
5, Some mechanism to exchange programs and eommunicate with

otner users,
6, Ability to get mailer service, Currently ALTAIR is optimum

for them, My "party line" ig given in the letter,

GBinst
Attachment

Distribution
SPHPaneer
Bill Hogan
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George A. Cacioppo, Jr.
238 Martha Avenue
East Patchogue, N.Y. 11772

September 16, 1975

Gordon Bell
Vice-President

Maynard, Mass, 01754

Equipment Corp.
14 Maynard Street :

Dear Sir:
Perhaps Alice Peters did not understand my letter regarding

my obtaining a PDP/8 computer. My application is not strictlysoftware development,
am a student of computer science and electrical technology

my first priority is to obtain a PDP/8 for my work, I want it
to be proggrammed by DIGITAL in Basic, and hopefully, Macro.I am not out to develop new software.

What I request is a helping hand from the company that I
"plug" all of the time. I have worked in a timesharing environment'
for four years, if 1 do gay 6so myself I have learned as much
as possible at a remote site, ow having graduated from LongIsland's high school system, I have been cut off from all thefacilities their PDP-10 offers, I need to continue with what
I have been doing,

I would like to obtain a desk top machine with a teletype
which would be enough to suit my purposes for now, This would
finally give me a hands on environment where I could learn
even more about DEC machines. I hope someday to share my
knowledge with others who would not be so fortunate as to
have their own computer. I must admit that at this time my
purposes are purely in my own interest. So that I may work
further.

I can only emphasize that I have been cut off simply
because I have graduated. I am willing to pay for the
machine if I have to, I will even revert to buying a used
machine if I must. I ask your help, whatever the case.If there is any way you can help me to obtain a PDP-8 so
I won't be left hanging with knowledge I can't use, please
contact me. I need someone's help, that is why I write to
you. In the hope that you may be able to help me,

Yours Sincerely,

pP.S, I am sorry to: take up'your time, but I hope you will
understand how devoted I am to my work i Thank. You.

we

eed,
2

:
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238 Martha Avenue
East Patchogue, N.Y.
11772

Gordon Bell
Vice-President
Digital Equipment Corp.

01754

Dear Sir;
I am writing to you for some help, I have been

a computer student for four years at Bellport Senior High

AUG 22 199
V4

31829,4

1

George A, Cacioppo, Jr oe)

(516) 286-2091

146 Main street
Maynard, Mass,

school, I learned most of my programming abilities on
the computer of LIRICS timesharing located in Dix Hills,
The computer was a dec-system PDP-10, I was the presidentof their student user group for the 1973-1974 school year,
You can find my name on your mailing list, or last years
as having requested all the PDP-8 manuals Decsystem could
supply me with, which they did.

My purpose in writing to you is that I would like to
obtain a PDR-8/e (or if neccesary PDP-8/m). for my pesonal
use in designing software for a timesharing system for a
POP-8, I am currently enrolled at SUNY of N.Y. at Farmingdale
for Electrical Technology. At the completion of this
course I hope to have completed the neccesary software
and hardware work to begin opening a general timesharing
and/or Data Processing company hereon the Island.

My problem is the availability of funds for my work,
I cannot possibly afford to buy a PDP-8 out of my own funds,
Is there an program that Dec has whereby a cost reduction
can be made in return for my research efforts? I can
assure that Tee would at least receive advertising from
this venture as several of my teachers and a group of
students from my PDP=10 work will be helping me to design

i the system,
Could there perhaps be grants from the government that

would defer my cost of buying a PDP-8? After leaving
college I hope to buy the additional hardware neccesary
to support a multi-user environment. This means that
the original computer will become a base for the system,



1&30
I have been interested in computers since a very young

age, I am very well versed in assembly language(Macro) for
the PDP-10, 1 find that I cannot give you any more reasons
for helping me except that I have been working for years
hoping to end up working with computers as a profession,
I can assure that Dec will have all rights to the work that
I(we) produce,

If there is some way in which you can help us we would
probably need:

PDP-8 processor (8/e prefferred because of
expandability, or 8/m

4 to 8 k of memory

one teletype w/interface
Macro-8 assembler (for ease in programming, examples)

Basic-8 (for simple programming,for demonstrations,
instructing beginners, and perhaps usable
for a source of income e.g. teaching students
BASIC)

And any other equipment you deem neccesary ( the
Macro=-8 assembler is optional, but would ease our
effort because of out prior experience.)

Thank You for reading my inquiry, I hope to have

just anyone who wants to get a computer inexpensively, I
4m somone who loves DEC-system computers dru WOULD like
to make his lifes work of operating one, Please feel free
to call at any time of the day or night if you need more
information,

am notsupplied with all the information

Yggrs Sincerely,

A, Caciopvpo, Jr

+
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Oerray INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM G1034

FROM GORDON BELL
EXt 2236

+ PAGE
SUBJt JAPANESE COMPUTER MARKETING STRATEG DATES 10097075

1

MLL2ef/AS}
* * ** * *x

TO! FILE
* + 8 kh * hh* * & ®

CONFIDENTIAL

Tos Distribution
Subjects THE JAPANESE COMPUTER MARKETING STRATEGY

\THE OLD ORIENTAL INTERCHANGEABLE AMMUNITION TRICK

Stmce the Japanese redesigned the Chinese Abacus for
cheaper producibijity and easier use, calling it the Sereban;
they have been improving other devices, Now with computers
there is a clear continuation of the trend, Seme exampless

fe IBM ECL technology
Amdahl (and Motorola) o>» Fujitsy

2, (Amdah! 478 & Fujitsy Meseries) (9 an upwerd program
compatible with the 360/372,

3. Intel 8882 (8 @ aubset of new Nippon part being
marketed now,

4, Motorols 6802 {8 a subset of new Futitau parts
Just being bulle,

The strategy {s cleart Remember the Chinese (7) 7.6 mm guns that
were upward compatible with the & mm guns? Computers are the
Sam@se,once @ wser buys into the "improvents" he {8 locked in,

GB/Ip

Distributions OC, PLM, Rom Smart, OOD



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM CLS22

FROMS GORDON BELL
EXs 2236

AL

SUBJs MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN
PAGE

DATES
1

{0987075

TOs FILE

Tor Demitrios Lignus/Duene Diekhut

Subjects ANOTHER MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN ALTERNATIVE FOR RK@6/R8L

Larry Hodges is sending me a propose! for the design of a smal]
(37 standard dips), fast (88n8), debiteslice oriented
microprocessor that he believes wil] interpret 11 ISP competitively(at $1/48 speed), It ineludes ROM, but not Unibus interface,
Steve {s permitting Duane to interact With them to consult on
the Unfbus design and the ISP, In CuPA, we get their basic
logiee) desiong,,on a noneproprietary basis,
don't believe it's what we want or need for a processor, but

I hope {it ean be used to start to get us inte a positive
Position wrt disks and their controllers, Ouane, in
turm, wil) nteract with the disk group which 2 would hope
now hes at least one experienced processor designer, Someone
im the disk group (or any other group thet might take the
design responsibility of the controller) must work with
Duane for the evaluation, The purpose of thist

{, Get a disk contro] based on a microprocessor we
wouldnt have designed,

@, Get additional, peel live thinking on the controller
design problem, instead of the mass of contentafree
design specs and minutes meetings that currently
eminate,

Simce he consults with Varian, CA, and GA it is imperative
that he really moc visit here and have much interaction with
V8, I especially don't want to tell them that (e {8 a disk
Controjjer} (I don't believe the Tayler/Hodges greup (6 of them)
are particulariy deep, but they are very clever
logtelans),
I wil) semd the proposal when it arrives,

GB/ Ip

CCt Bob Kirk, OOD, Grant Saviers, Steve Teicher, Bob Apmstrong



+ Tak INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 1032
PAGE 1

SUBJ) RE MEMO ON 2K ROMS DATES 10«87875
FROM: GORDON BELL
EX: 2236
M83 MLI2eL/A51

TOs FILE
* * * fF * 8 § 4 8 & 8 8

8 8

* * ® * ® * *

Tol Distribution
Subjects: RE MEMO OF {0e{#75 om 2k ROMS

Whet'a the story? Falrehild delivered thelr first 8K Bipolar
ROMS in Jume and I have 4K Proms, Why are we fooling around
with 2K ROMS {tn new products?
I belfeve we should get on the stick and start a strategy to enhance
the 11 vis vis more complex instructions: string,
i/o, loop control, These instructions could be in the same
format as VAX, permitting a convergence to VAX im 2 years,
They clearly give us a big midelife kicker boost|

Who's going to pull this together? Lloyd, what*s the )ist?
Let's discuss in Dick's staff meeting in a week or sol

GB/1p

Attachment

Distribution

Dick Clayton Steve Rothman
Ed Corel) A] Ryder

Mateo|m Jonnston
Chuck Kaman Attachment

Bob Armstrong
Jege Arulpragasam Ji m 1

B11) Demmer Bob Stewart
Lleyd Ofekman Tom Stockebrand
Duane Dickhut Steve Teicher
Lem Mughes Mike Tomasic

Bob Kirk



01834OLrGrrak INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE
SUBJ? ROM MICROCODE DATE: LG=A 1°75

FROM$ GORDON BELL
&X3 2236
MSs MLL2sAS4

x * k * rd * + * * * #

TOs FILE

4

14

+

* *x

Subj! INCREASING SIZE OF ROM MICROCODE ON PDPwi{ VERSUS TIME

Tot Distribution F/U 14/10

5

It's clear we've really (in retrospect) missed opportunities
to easily midelife kick all our processors as bipolar ROMS have
gone ffom 1K to 2K, Now when they go to 4K C1 to 2 years) can we
eastly retrofit, to get double the microcode in the same board
space without retooling, ete?:

:

Lloyd Dickman is putting the VAX string stuff in 11/03, Are these
candidates for 45, and 78 (which dom*t yet have the new 24 ROMS)?

Are there other operations to help these machines mow?

Should wa thie on only anene + .4 +:

bit in micro PC?

Please comments

GBim]f

:

Diatributton
Bob Armstrong
Jega Arulpragasam
Dick Clayton
Ed Corel}Bill Demmer
Lioyd Dickman
Duane Dickhut
Len Hughes
Chuck Kaman
Bob Kirk
Jim OfLoughiin
Steve Rotnman
Al Ryder
Bab Stewart
Tom Stockebrand
Steve Teicher
Mike Tomasic

:

:

4 af



01835F/U 10/15 rye

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Ron Kanne PK3-2/F34 DATE: October 10, 1975

Herb McCauley PK3-2/F34
FROM: Gordon Bell

DEPT: 00D

EXT: 2236 LOC: ML12/1-A51

SUBJ: OFFICE AUTOMATION

Where's the minutes of our meeting re word processing/off ice
automation with the numbers, etc?

What's the chance of getting the software prep people decent
terminals with UC/LC (e.g. LA36 or VT52)? How can they prepare
documents efficiently, cheaply, etc. on ASR33's?



81839

6
October 13, 1975

M. . Sullivan
Spec. Comm. Programs
1BM

Arkmont, New York 10504

Dear Mr. Sullivan:

It was nice talking with you last week regarding the equipment which we
need for our company technology exhibits. We intend to use the parts now
with various technology exhibits, and eventually to have a museum, where
they might be on permanent display. The parts will not be connected; hence,
need not be functional.

The parts | would like:

Memory technology: read-only memory.assemblies from 360/30 (capacitor),
and other 1 or 2 models (e.g. 360/50 inductor)...
IC read-write memory from a 370 model. MOS ROM IC (48K bits) from

minntur BIvU.Taha

Disks: large platter (only) from original RAMAC, IBM 1311. (basis of
current series), and flexible (floppy) mechanism with a fioppy.

Logic technology:
CPC or 60% relay assembly plus plug~board
704 flip-flop assembly.
360-SLT on a card (several cards) with a mother board and cable to

show Interconnects on gate.
370 IC package to compare with SLT (2 cards)

Typewriter 1/0: 1050 and/or 2741.

Complete early relay calculator (e.g. CPC)

appreciate your help.

Sincerely,

Gordon Bel]
Vide President
Office of Development

GB: m

:



C1E38DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE 1
SUBJ: COPIER=BASED PRODUCT DATE? 10°14e75

FROME GORDON BELL
EX 2236
MS8 ML12/A51

* * * * & % # # * % # & &
TOs FILE
* * * * * * # % * & & & &

SUBJ: COPIER=BASED PRODUCT WITH VIDEO INPUT

Tos Distribution F/U 10/24

Ts there a Use for our copier Which takes standard video
input, and converts this to a picture?

It is low cost,,,and I hope good, N

1, Since the IBM 5122 has video output, it eould connect to it
directly,

2, Also, we could ""addeon" to all the terminals which have
video output, (E,g, Beenive, HP264@, Tektronix graphics,
Conrace, Monitors whatever their use,)

3, This may also be the right way to connect the copier to the
new packaged systems,

4, For the new VT52, it is a clean way to get the copier,
IS Lt unique?

Would anyone Want one ?

Should we make up such a selfecontained gadget ?secscencenucses

How much?eeescens

How long?
GBymdt

Distribution
Jim Bell Rick Merrill
Ed Corell Ken 018en
Ken Fine Bob Puffer
Len Halio Mark Sebern
Al Huefner Tom Stockebrand
Andy Knowles Al Wallack
Bill MeBride Jonn Wolaver



DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PAGE 1

SUBUS DATES 1001475
FROM! GORDON BELL

EX 2236
MS8 ML12/A51

+ #
TOs FILE

OLE;39

+* *

+ ** *+ * * +

SUBJ; DEBUGGING PROGRAMS

To: Distribution
Sam Fuller at CMU nas a Very nice multieuser interactive
Program for controlling a cadre of LSIe11's via multiple high
Speed lines (9608 baud), They use a particular monitor, put
I*d believe RSTS or RTii and BASIC would be a reasonable
environment,
Conventional terminals control, etc,, info to the LSIe11°s, In
this way, we end up with a better programming environment,

1°11 send the manual for their system when it arrives,
This came out of their research in LSIeii computer modules and
the problem of coordinating and controlling them, Such a system
Would be ideal for a labeteaching environment involving multiple
machines,
GBymit

Distribution
Bob Bean Cnarlie Spector
Duane Dickhut Steve Teicher
Andy Knowles Nat Teienholtz
Ed Kramer Rob Vannaarden
Roy Moffa Stu Wecker

Al Wallack



"DIGITAL INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 01840
PAGE 1

SUBJ: PM STAFF MEETINGS DATES 10°14075
FROM? GORDON BELL

EX8 2236
MS8 ML12/A51

+ * # * HH* * * * * * * * * *

SUBJ: RE YOUR PM STAFF MEETINGS

Tor Malcom Jonnston

The Several issues which feel hot to me (and I°d like to attend):
Z, Why are there no software s in these meetings?

A, 5100 Sebern/Christy, Halio should probably be the person
asked to report on this, Also, he should NOT come alone, I
believe we want segmentation of problems into the hierarchy of
levels in my memo, i,e,!
1, Packaging/hardwareeeClarke (& Teicher)
2, Operating System + file RT=ile=Munson
3, LanguageseeHam (+Thissell for APL)
4, Applications subprogrameeactually Fauvre to pull it

together; but also each P/L,
5, Customer preeprogrammed packages==particular P/L's.
6, Sales interface/Service/Software support

We have a 5100 in house (my office now), Hallo is coordinating
its evaluation vis a vist documentation, human interface, APL
and BASIC performance (I want #°s before we talk about it),
Rumour from Al Perlis, Professor at CMUenow Yale (who
says it's the greatest invention yet): two teams were sent
to do the design, The Winner used the 370/145 package (apout
40K bytes( with emylatoreassist and the gadget also interprets
the 372, The loser started from scratch, Tf this is true,
watch out, A mini 378 in a small boxe, which according to our
proposal to ARPA for a PDPw10 like it, is perfectly reasonable
ana natural, From our analysis so far it ain't true; it's merely
an 8@e@etype design,

B, How can we use new larger ROMS, PROMS to enhance 11°8?

This may be a can of worms, My view is that many features of
VAX can be Put into 41°s now such that we see a gradual
merging of VAX and 11/PDQ=45e70 => VAX, The possible primitivess

TO: FILE
+ + & * * * * * * * * * * * *



a.

4841PAGE 2
SUBJt PM STAFF MEETINGS DATES 10214075

FROM GORDON BELL
1, Strings,
2. Fast context switching (e.g, take stuff in M and wire it in),
3, VAX loop control is really good,
4, Possibly fleld/bit/32ebit operations,
These are quite well defined ala VAX, and must be identical!

C, Address extension of 11, Note, the 2 attached memos with
time estimates, Neal/Hassett are going off to explore what we
could do here by getting a few people to explore how,
My hunches

O, Stay away from I/D,
i, Extend M/Debased primitives ala Cutler's suggestion)

not clear we have to extend program=size space, Extend
RT ala Bruce Leavitt,

2, Wireein (microprogram) these into PDQ#45e7% to get
reasonable times (1,, 2 microseconds), Youse may recall
this scneme in the original segmentation proposal, Note,
this would permit competition with the rumoured DG machine,
Also, it would probably defuse tne large VA problem by
providing access to large arrays, It would run very
respectably,

D, General architecture control problem,

Whe looks out for the 11? (Note, a group went off April 1 and
got vaxcinated with a new machine,,,while I think they succeeded
in defining an arcnitecture whicn is by far the pest I've ever
seen, truly love, and intend to see that we build, we do nave a
transition time where competitors can come at us pretty hard,)
GBsmift

Attachment

ces Dick Clayton Clay Neal
Bruce Delagi Larry Portner
Bill Demmer Al Ryder
Bruce Leavitt
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Gordon Bell DATE : October 6, 197

FROM: Dave Cutler
DEPT: Advanced 11 Engineering
EXT: 5670 LOC: ML3-5/E35

SUBJ: EXTENDING VA SIZE
RE: Your memo of 1-October-1975

There is a way to modify both RSX-11M/D (without impairing memoryprotection) so that users could change the address space and therebyget access to large arrays. The technique was suggested by Cutler
in October, 1971, by Christy in the spring of 1975, by Lev in the
summer of 1975, and implemented by XDS on the 940 timesharing systemabout seven years ago! I do not know why it was never accepted, per-
haps because 1 t required explicit management by the user.
The technique is very simple. The operating system basically implementsthree primitives :

1. Create segment (name, length).
2. Delete segment (name).
3. Remap segment (name, virtual address, access).

As a user executes, he creates segments (which may be of variable length
and require more than one KT register to map) and remaps to them at will.
He thus can effectively have a very large address space. The remap time
would be on the order of 3ff to 499 ys; and therefore, the assumption,
that once remapped to a segment, a user program will execute considerably
longer before again remapping.
The implementation time? A mere six man months ( a SWAG, of course) .

cc: Ron Brender
Janice Carnes
Dick Clayton
Peter ChristyBill Demmer
Ron Ham
John LevyAl Ryder
Pete van Roekens
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SUBJ:

€1844
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

bod dat Baca
:

OOD Staff DATE: September 26, 1975
FROM: Larry Portner

cc: Stan Olsen DEPT: Software Development

TO:

Bill Demmer EXT:
ML12/A62

OOD Agenda ~ October 2, 1975
Larry Portner, Chairman/Secretary

10:30 Review Minutes
Review Agenda

10:35 Budget Review All (60 mins.)

11;35 OOD/Marketing Committee Interface All (40 mins.)

12:15 OOD Space Guidelines P. Laut (15 mins.)

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

Management Development. (J. Cronkite/M. Abbett) 10/9
Sales Meetings. (D. Clayton) 10/9
Low Power Schottky help. (V. Bastiani/OOD) 10/9
Honoraria Policy. (G. Bell) 10/9
What is Resolution of DEC-20 Memory Strategy? (J. Leng/H. Lemaire) 10/16
Commercial/OOD Interface. (S. Olsen) 10/23

Report on In-House 2-Year PDP-11 Usage Strategy. (Computer Resource Co.)
QCMS Defect Reporting System. (J. Smith/M. Pecore)
Is There a Field Integration Plan Yet? (J. Smith/J. Shields/D. Clayton/B. Puffer)
Is There a Formal Action Plan that Allows Follow-up on Field Oriented
Product Safety Problems? (J. Shields/R. Minezzi)
Block Model Strategy Resolution. (J. Marcus/L. Portner)
is Action on ECO Control Called for at This Time? (J. Marcus)

GM. (T. Johnson)
+

What is 3 Year Serial Bus Strategy? (V. Bastiani/D. Clayton)
Bubble Memories

What is Happening to Make Systems a Reality in the Way we do Business? (D. Clayton)
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Expected attendance at OOD Meetings:

GB LP RP RC PL MA JM

x
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C1845
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E + INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM01843

TO: Gordon Bell / DATE: October 8, 1975
Ron Brender Ron Hamec: :

Janice Carnes John Levy FROM: Bruce Leavitt
Dave Cutler Demmer DEPT: 8/11 Software Development
Dick Clayton Al RyderBill
Pete van Roekens EXT: 5465 LOC: ML5-5/E40

SUBJ: Extending VA Size
RE: Your memo of October 1, 1975, same subject "b>,

FORTRAN IV version 2 will support large virtual arrays (32,767
elements), as planned.
Time frame: about 9-12 months

Systems: Direct access I/O VAs on all
FORTRAN IV systems (RSX/IAS, RSTS/E, RT-11);
KT-11 VAs on RT-11 only.

If RSX-11M/D can provide fast (.3ms) remap facilities for
non-privileged tasks, we wi plan support.

*FORTRAN IV KT-11 VAs have been implemented under RT-11; we
are currently debugging and testing performance.

/nw
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